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Classifiers from Granulated Data Sets: Concept
Dependent and Layered Granulation

Piotr Artiemjew

Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
University of Warmia and Mazury

Olsztyn, Poland
artem@matman.uwm.edu.pl

Abstract. Granulation of data and the idea of a granular data set were
proposed by L.A. Zadeh on the basis of the assumption that is at heart
of all data mining techniques, i.e., that given a plausible similarity mea-
sure on objects in a data set, objects which are similar in a satisfactory
degree would have also similar or even equal decision (class) values. This
assumption underlies reasoning by analogy, nearest neighbors methodol-
ogy, case based reasoning and rough set methods as well.
This assumption taken to an extreme implies that once a granular data
system has been induced from a real data set, and decision/classification
rules have been computed from it, these rules when applied to the origi-
nal data should produce classification results close satisfactorily to clas-
sification results obtained on the real data with rules induced from the
original non–granulated data. A number of tests performed borne out
this hypothesis.
We present in this work results of experiments with real data sets and we
work with the two extensions of granulation techniques presented by us
in the literature so far, i.e., concept dependent granulation and layered
granulation.
Keywords Rough sets, granulation of knowledge, rough inclusions, gran-
ular data sets and classifiers

1 Basic notions of rough set theory and granular theory

We choose information systems as the framework for defining knowledge un-
derstood as the ability to classify objects into various classes on the basis of
indiscernibility relations, see [6].

1.1 Rough set notions

An information system [6] is a pair IS = (U,A), where U is a set of objects
(the universe of IS) and A is a set of attributes; we assume that both sets U,A
are finite and nonempty. Attributes are represented as mappings on objects, i.e.,
each attribute a ∈ A is a mapping a : U → Va, where the set Va is the set of
values of the attribute a. Adding an attribute d /∈ A, one produces a decision
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system DS = (U,A, d) with the decision d reflecting a partition of objects into
classes.

Objects u, v ∈ U are B–indiscernible whenever a(u) = a(v) for every a ∈ B,
for each attribute set B. Formally, this fact is rendered by the indiscernibility
relation IND(B)

(u, v) ∈ IND(B) iff a(u) = a(v) for each a ∈ B.

The relation IND(B) does partition the universe U into classes,

[u]B = {v ∈ U : (u, v) ∈ IND(B)},

where u ∈ U . Those classes form the B-primitive granule collection over the
information system IS.
Unions of primitive granules are called elementary granules.

The language for object description in information systems is the descriptor
language see [6]; its primitive formulas are descriptors of the form (a, v) with
a ∈ A, v ∈ Va. Formulas are constructed from descriptors by means of sentential
connectives ∨,∧,¬, ⇒.

Semantics of formulas is defined as follows, where [[p]] denotes the meaning
of a formula p:

1. [[(a, v)]] = {u ∈ U : a(u) = v}
2. [[p ∨ q] = [[p]] ∪ [[q]]
3. [[p ∧ q]] = [[p]] ∩ [[q]]

4. [[¬p]] = U \ [[p]].

(1)

Each object u ∈ U is described with respect to a set B of attributes by means
of its information vector infB(u) = {(a = a(u)) : a ∈ B}.

1.2 Granulation and granular systems

Granulation of knowledge as a paradigm for approximate computing was pro-
posed in Zadeh [18] and was adopted in a natural way by rough set commu-
nity, see, e.g., [5], [11], [12], [15]. Granules were initially produced as unions of
indiscernibility classes, and subsequently extensions in various directions were
proposed. An important direction here have been granulation based on similar-
ity relations. One method proposed in this area was usage of templates [4], i.e.,
generalized descriptors of the form (a ∈ Wa) with semantics analogous to that
of descriptors. Some classification results obtained by means of templates in [4]
are shown here in Table 1.2 for Australian credit data set see [16].

Reasoning based on metric–induced similarity is k–nearest neighbors meth-
ods, see, e.g., [3], [17]. In this method, classification of a test object v is effected
on the basis of majority voting among k nearest in the chosen metric to v training
objects t1, ..., tk; one can call the set {t1, .., tn} an nn–granule(k).

Another direction was usage of specialized similarity measures called rough
inclusions formally derived within the paradigm of rough mereology, see [11], [12],
[7], [8]. We will make use here of only one rough inclusion formally derived from
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Table 1. Accuracy of classification by template and similarity methods [4]

paradigm system/method Austr.credit

Rough Sets Simple.templ./Hamming 0.8217
Rough Sets Gen.templ./Hamming 0.855
Rough Sets Simple.templ./Euclidean 0.8753
Rough Sets Gen.templ./Euclidean 0.8753
Rough Sets Match.tolerance 0.8747
Rough Sets Clos.tolerance 0.8246

the  Lukasiewicz t–norm but otherwise well–known to data mining community:
for an information system (U,A), the rough inclusion µL(u, v, r) is defined by
means of the formula,

µL(u, v, r)⇔ |IND(u, v)|
|A|

≥ r, (2)

where IND(u, v) = {a ∈ A : a(u) = a(v)}; in plain words, µ(u, v, r) if and only
if at least r ·100 percent of attributes agree on u and v. Similarity defined by the
predicate µ(u, v, r) is understood from the formula (2): in case µ(u, v, 1) holds,
objects u and v are most similar, in fact, indiscernible; when the factor r tends
to 0, u and v become less and less similar. Thus, µ(u, v, r) can be read as: u is
similar to v to a degree r.

The idea of forming a granular counterpart to a given information system was
proposed in [7] as follows. For an information system (U,A), and a granulation
scheme G, that yields a granule collection Gr = G(U), a covering of the universe
U , Cov(U), is chosen by a selected strategy C; adopting a strategy S, for each
granule g ∈ Cov(U), and each attribute a ∈ A, a value a(g) = S{a(u) : u ∈ g} is
determined. The new information system (Cov(U), A), where A = {a : a ∈ A},
is a granular approximation to the original information system (U,A). Clearly,
the same concerns any decision system (U,A, d) with the reduced decision d.

As a strategy S the majority voting, see [3], was adopted, and as a strategy
C for covering generation, the random selection was applied. The strategy G of
granule formation was selected as in [7], i.e., a granule gr(u) of the radius r
about an object u was formed as a set of objects v such that µ(v, u, r). In [9],
[10], the hypothesis formulated in [7] that granulated data sets should preserve
to a satisfactory degree the classification ability of the original data was borne
out with many real data sets.

In this work, we report our results obtained with real data sets in case of
extended granulation methods: concept–dependent granulation and layered gran-
ulation as well as with the hybrid approach consisting in a combination of those
two methods.

2 Classification

Data are organized into decision systems. Classification of objects into deci-
sion classes in rough set paradigm consists in finding decision rules of the form
infB(u)⇒ (d = v). The decision rule is certain when its meaning is U ; otherwise
the rule is possible.
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A number of algorithms for rule induction were proposed by researchers in
rough set theory; they are divided into the class of minimal algorithms aimed
at description of classes with a minimal number of descriptors and exhaustive
algorithms aimed at finding all possible rules.

Minimum size algorithms include LEM2 algorithm due to Grzymala–Busse
[19] and covering algorithm in RSES package [14]; exhaustive algorithms include,
e.g., LERS system due to Grzymala–Busse [21], systems based on discernibil-
ity matrices and Boolean reasoning by Skowron [13] implemented in the RSES
package [14].

The rough set based rule induction systems as compared to other methods
give on Australian credit data set the following results shown in Table 2. The
results are from [1], see also [2].

Table 2. A comparison of errors in classification by rough set and other paradigms on Australian credit data set [1]

paradigm system/method Austr.credit

Stat.Methods Logdisc 0.141
Stat.Methods SMART 0.158
Neural Nets Backpropagation2 0.154

Neural Networks RBF 0.145
Decision T rees CART 0.145
Decision T rees C4.5 0.155
Decision T rees IT rule 0.137
Decision Rules CN2 0.204

Rough Sets NNANR 0.140
Rough Sets DNANR 0.165
Rough Sets best result 0.130(SNAP M)

3 Results for granular systems

Our experiments, see [9], [10], with many real data sets, proved that granular
systems preserve knowledge to a high degree. We include in Table 3 results for
Australian credit data set obtained from granular data set in comparison with
other best results obtained by various rough set based methods.

Table 3. Best results for Australian credit by rough set based algorithms; in case ∗, reduction in object size is 49.9
percent, reduction in rule number is 54.6 percent; in case ∗∗, resp., 19.7, 18.2; in case ∗ ∗ ∗, resp., 3.6, 1.9

source method accuracy coverage

([1]) SNAP M(0.9) error = 0.130 −
([4]) simple.templates 0.929 0.623
([4]) general.templates 0.886 0.905
([4]) closest.simple.templates 0.821 1.0
([4]) closest.gen.templates 0.855 1.0
([4]) tolerance.simple.templ. 0.842 1.0
([4]) tolerance.gen.templ. 0.875 1.0
([22]) adaptive.classifier 0.863 −
([9]) granular∗.r = 0.642 0.8990 1.0
([9]) granular∗∗.r = 0.714 0.964 1.0
([10]) granular∗∗∗.concept.r = 0.785 0.9970 0.9995

The procedure for obtaining our results in granular case was as follows:
1. the data table (U, A) has been input;
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2. classification rules have been found by means of RSES exhaustive algorithm;
3. classification of data set objects in U has been found by means of classification rules found at point 2;
4. given the granule radius, granules of that radius have been found;
5. a granular covering of the universe U has been chosen by a random choice;
6. the corresponding granular decision system has been determined;
7. a granular classifier has been induced from the granular system in point 6 by means of the algorithm of point

2;
8. classification of objects in U has been found by means of the classifier of point 7;

9. classifications from points 3,8 have been compared with respect to adopted global measures of quality: total

accuracy and total covering.

Results quoted in Table 3 show that rules extracted from granulated data
by RSES exhaustive algorithm perform on original Australian credit data even
better than other methods on the original data.

Result in the last row of Table 3 – the best among rough set based results –
was obtained by concept–dependent granulation. We are going to present some
details of this approach.

4 Concept–dependent granulation

A modification of the approach presented for results shown above is the concept
dependent granulation; a concept in the narrow sense is a decision/classification
class. Granulation in this sense consists in computing granules for objects in
the universe U and for all distinct granulation radii as previously, with the only
restriction that given any object u ∈ U and r ∈ [0, 1], the new concept dependent
granule gcd(u, r) is computed with taking into account only objects v ∈ U with
d(v) = d(u), i.e., gcd(u, r) =g(u, r) ∩ {v ∈ U : d(v) = d(u)}. This method
increases the number of granules in coverings but it is also expected to increase
quality of classification, as expressed by accuracy and coverage.

Table 4 shows results (ten-fold test) for Australian credit data set obtained by
the standard granular approach as compared to the concept dependent granular
system. Granular coverings were selected at random, the strategy for determining
attribute values on granules was the majority voting.

Table 4. Standard and concept dependent granular systems for Australian credit data set; exhaustive RSES al-
gorithm:r=granule radius, macc=mean accuracy, mcov=mean coverage, mrules=mean number of rules, mtrn=mean
training sample size; in each column first value is for standard, second for concept dependent

r macc mcov mrules mtrn

nil 1.0; 1.0 1.0; 1.0 12025; 12025 690; 690
0.0 0.0; 0.8068 0.0; 1.0 0; 8 1; 2

0.0714286 0.0; 0.7959 0.0; 1.0 0; 8.2 1.2; 2.4
0.142857 0.0; 0.8067 0.0; 1.0 0; 8.9 2.4; 3.6
0.214286 0.1409; 0.8151 0.2; 1.0 1.3; 11.4 2.6; 5.8
0.285714 0.7049; 0.8353 0.9; 1.0 8.1; 14.8 5.2; 9.6
0.357143 0.7872; 0.8297 1.0; 0.9848 22.6; 32.9 10.1; 17
0.428571 0.8099; 0.8512 1.0; 0.9986 79.6; 134 22.9; 35.4

0.5 0.8319; 0.8466 1.0; 0.9984 407.6; 598.7 59.7; 77.1
0.571429 0.8607; 0.8865 0.9999; 0.9997 1541.6; 2024.4 149.8; 175.5
0.642857 0.8988; 0.9466 1.0; 0.9998 5462.5; 6255.2 345.7; 374.9
0.714286 0.9641; 0.9880 1.0; 0.9988 9956.4; 10344.0 554.1; 572.5
0.785714 0.9900; 0.9970 1.0; 0.9995 11755.5; 11802.7 662.7; 665.7
0.857143 0.9940; 0.9970 1.0; 0.9985 11992.7; 11990.2 682; 683
0.928571 0.9970; 1.0 1.0; 0.9993 12023.5; 12002.4 684; 685

1.0 1.0; 1.0 1.0; 1.0 12025.0; 12025.0 690; 690

From Table 4 we infer that concept–dependent granulation enhances the
classification results which for Australian credit are the best among obtained
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by various rough set approaches and also better than those obtained by other
paradigms shown in Table 1.

5 Layered granulation

A stability of granular systems can be checked by performing the granulation
procedure in an iterative manner until no further change is noticed. We call this
approach a layered granulation. For each radius r, the granular system obtained
in the i–th iteration is granulated again at that radius to yield the (i + 1)–st
iteration and so on until no new iterate is obtained. At each iteration, classifica-
tion rules were induced from the granulated data by RSES exhaustive algorithm
and applied to test data. Results are presented in Tables 5 and 6.

Table 5. Normal layered–granulation; Australian; exhaustive algorithm. part1; r gran=radius, tst=testing sample
size, trn=training sample size, rul no.=rule number, acc=accuracy, cov=coverage

normal granulation

granulation layer volume 1 2 3
r gran tst trn no. rul acc cov trn no. rul acc cov trn no. rul acc cov

nill 690 690
0.000000 690 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.071428 690 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.142857 690 2 0 0.000 0.000 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.214286 690 2 2 0.733 1.000 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.285714 690 4 13 0.764 1.000 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.357143 690 8 21 0.793 1.000 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.428571 690 26 92 0.835 1.000 2 0 0.000 0.000 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.500000 690 60 486 0.852 1.000 10 88 0.789 0.948 3 32 0.436 1.000
0.571429 690 154 1645 0.875 1.000 54 538 0.835 1.000 32 342 0.783 1.000
0.642857 690 335 5295 0.901 1.000 253 3967 0.893 1.000 226 3452 0.894 1.000
0.714286 690 557 9965 0.965 1.000 516 9501 0.959 1.000 499 9400 0.957 1.000
0.785714 690 664 11766 0.990 1.000 659 11733 0.990 1.000
0.857143 690 682 12007 0.994 1.000
0.928571 690 684 12001 0.997 1.000
1.000000 690 690 12025 1.000 1.000

Table 6. Normal layered–granulation; Australian; exhaustive algorithm. part2; r gran=radius, tst=testing sample
size, trn=training sample size, rul no.=rule number, acc=accuracy, cov=coverage

normal granulation

granulation layer volume 4 5 total

r gran tst trn no. rul acc cov trn no. rul acc cov trn no. rul acc cov
nill 690 690 690 12025 1.000 1.000

0.000000 690 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.071428 690 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.142857 690 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.214286 690 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.285714 690 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.357143 690 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.428571 690 1 0 0.000 0.000
0.500000 690 3 32 0.436 1.000
0.571429 690 25 316 0.764 1.000 24 316 0.771 1.000 24 316 0.771 1.000
0.642857 690 214 3275 0.890 1.000 214 3275 0.890 1.000
0.714286 690 492 9340 0.957 1.000 490 9328 0.954 1.000 490 9328 0.954 1.000
0.785714 690 659 11733 0.990 1.000
0.857143 690 682 12007 0.994 1.000
0.928571 690 684 12001 0.997 1.000
1.000000 690 690 12025 1.000 1.000

Stable granules are obtained in the 5–th iteration and final results are shown
in column total. The stability of granular classifiers is preserved at high degree;
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for instance, at r = .714, the final number of granules is 490, i.e., 71 percent of
the original training objects number and drop in accuracy is only 4.6 percent to
.954 from 1.0 in non–granular case.

6 A hybrid approach

In this approach two preceding methods: concept–dependent and layered are
combined, i.e., concept–dependent granulation is performed iteratively in the
layered manner. Results are reported in Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7. Concept–dependent layered–granulation; Australian; exhaustive algorithm. part1; r gran=radius,
tst=testing sample size, trn=training sample size, rul no.=rule number, acc=accuracy,cov=coverage

concept − dependent granulation

granulation layer volume 1 2 3
r gran tst trn no. rul acc cov trn no. rul acc cov trn no. rul acc cov

nill 690 690
0.000000 690 2 8 0.825 1.000
0.071428 690 2 8 0.825 1.000
0.142857 690 3 10 0.826 1.000 2 8 0.777 1.000
0.214286 690 8 10 0.777 1.000 2 8 0.823 1.000
0.285714 690 10 15 0.807 1.000 2 10 0.826 1.000
0.357143 690 16 38 0.857 1.000 2 10 0.790 1.000
0.428571 690 31 113 0.839 1.000 4 12 0.793 1.000 2 10 0.788 1.000
0.500000 690 79 546 0.827 0.999 15 110 0.810 0.970 5 90 0.587 1.000
0.571429 690 184 2117 0.896 0.999 77 789 0.835 1.000 47 558 0.720 1.000
0.642857 690 373 6216 0.949 1.000 286 4925 0.913 1.000 260 4416 0.906 1.000
0.714286 690 575 10295 0.987 0.999 534 9864 0.981 0.999 519 9739 0.981 0.999
0.785714 690 665 11812 0.997 0.997 664 11806 0.997 0.997
0.857143 690 683 11977 0.977 1.000
0.928571 690 685 11990 1.000 0.999
1.000000 690 690 12025 1.000 1.000

Table 8. Concept–dependent layered–granulation; Australian; exhaustive algorithm. part2; r gran=radius,
tst=testing sample size, trn=training sample size, rul no.=rule number, acc=accuracy,cov=coverage

concept − dependent granulation

granulation layer volume 4 5 total

r gran tst trn no. rul acc cov trn no. rul acc cov trn no. rul acc cov
nill 690 690 690 12025 1.000 1.000

0.000000 690 2 8 0.825 1.000
0.071428 690 2 8 0.825 1.000
0.142857 690 2 8 0.777 1.000
0.214286 690 2 8 0.823 1.000
0.285714 690 2 10 0.826 1.000
0.357143 690 2 10 0.790 1.000
0.428571 690 2 10 0.788 1.000
0.500000 690 5 90 0.587 1.000
0.571429 690 42 515 0.648 1.000 40 501 0.613 1.000 40 501 0.613 1.000
0.642857 690 249 4243 0.877 1.000 247 4217 0.858 1.000 247 4217 0.858 1.000
0.714286 690 517 9723 0.983 0.999 517 9723 0.983 0.999
0.785714 690 664 11806 0.997 0.997
0.857143 690 683 11977 0.977 1.000
0.928571 690 685 11990 1.000 0.999
1.000000 690 690 12025 1.000 1.000

As expected, results in this case are yet better: at r = .714, drop in accuracy
is 1.7 percent only to .983 from 1.0 in non–granular case.
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7 Conclusion

The results presented in this work show the validity of granular approach and
usefulness of concept–dependent, layered and hybrid approaches. The usage of
well–known RSES algorithms is acknowledged with gratitude. Although we have
at our disposal our own algorithms for inducing classifiers yet using a respected
commonly known and applied tool has seemed important for objectivity of our
results.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a new method for clustering non-
Euclidean relational data based on the combination of indiscernibility
level and linkage algorithm. The indiscernibility level quantifies the level
of global agreement for classifying two objects into the same category
as indiscernible objects. Single-linkage grouping is then used to merge
objects according to the indiscernibility level from bottom to top and
construct the dendrogram. This scheme enables users to examine the
hierarchy of data granularity and obtain the set of indiscernible objects
that meets the given level of granularity. Additionally, since indiscerni-
bility level is derived based on the binary classifications assigned inde-
pendently to each object, it can be applied to non-Euclidean, asymmet-
ric relational data. Through the clustering experiments on a synthetic
dataset we demonstrate the property and usefulness of our method.

1 Introduction

Non-Euclidean relational data is a special type of data that have the following
properties: First, objects are not represented in a usual feature vector space; in-
stead, their relationships (usually similarity or dissimilarity) are measured and
stored in a relational data matrix such as a proximity matrix. Second, the dis-
similarity can be non-Euclidean; that means the dissimilarity may not satisfy
the triangular inequality nor symmetry. This type of data mainly appears in the
application areas such as social sciences where the relationships between objects
are main concern; examples include subjectively judged relations between stu-
dents, and input/output of the persons between countries [1]. Clustering would
provide a way of discovering interesting groups of objects like groups of students
with good friendship from such a non-Euclidean relational data. However, the
above-mentioned property of the data would make it difficult to apply conven-
tional clustering methods [2] [3] such as hierarchical clustering, k-means and
EM algorithms. In order to find the best partition of objects that maximizes
both inter-cluster homogeneity and between-clusters isolation, clustering meth-
ods usually employ geometric measures such as the variance of dissimilarities.
However, it becomes difficult to form appropriate clusters if only a proximity ma-
trix is available as intrinsic information for analysis and the raw attribute values
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of data are unavailable or inaccessible. This is because the lack of attribute-value
information may bring a difficulty in computing the global properties of groups
such as centroids. Additionally, the choice of global coherence/isolation mea-
sures is limited if the dissimilarity is defined as a subjective or relative measure,
because such a measure may not satisfy the triangular inequality for triplets of
objects. Although conventional hierarchical clusterings are known to be able to
deal with relative or subjective measures, they involve other problems such as
erosion or expansion of data space by intermediate objects between large clusters
and the results are dependent on the orders of object handling [2]. The NERF
c-means proposed by Hathaway et al. [4] is an extension of fuzzy c-means and
capable of handling the non-Euclidean relational data. However, as it is a sort
of partitional clustering method, it is still difficult to examine the structure of
the data, namely, the hierarchy of data groups.

In this paper we present a novel clustering method that represents the hier-
archy of data granularity using a dendrogram. Instead of using (dis-)similarity
of objects, we use indiscernibility of objects as proximity. The indiscernibility
represents the level of global agreement for classifying a pair of objects as indis-
cernible objects, and is calculated based on the binary classifications determined
independently to each object. Then the simple nearest neighbor hierarchical
clustering is used to construct a dendrogram of objects, which represents the
hierarchy of indiscernibility. This scheme allows us to control the granularity
of resultant object groups, by interactively selecting the threshold level of in-
discernibility. The benefits of this method also include that the dissimilarity of
objects for forming the binary classifications does not need to satisfy symmetry
nor triangular inequality; thus it could be applied to various kind of datasets
including relational data.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some
definitions related to the concept of indiscernibility used in this paper. Section
3 explains procedures of the proposed method in detail. Section 4 provides ex-
perimental results on a small synthetic data that demonstrate the behavior and
usefulness of the proposed method. Finally, Section 5 conclude this paper.

2 Preliminaries

This section briefly introduces some fundamental definitions about indiscerni-
bility [5] used in this paper. Let U 6= φ be a universe of discourse and X
be a subset of U . An equivalence relation R classifies U into a set of subsets
U/R = {X1, X2, ...XN} that satisfies the following conditions: (1) Xi ⊆ U ,
Xi 6= φ for any i, (2)Xi ∩Xj = φ for any i, j, i 6= j, (3) ∪i=1,2,...N Xi = U . Any
subset Xi is called a category and represents an equivalence class of R. A cat-
egory in R containing an object x ∈ U is denoted by [x]R. Objects xi and xj

in U are indiscernible on R if (xi, xj) ∈ P where P ∈ U/R. For a family of
equivalence relations P ⊆ R, an indiscernibility relation over P is defined as the
intersection of individual relations Q ∈ P.
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3 Method

The proposed method consists of three steps:

1. Assign a binary classification to each object.
2. Compute the indiscernibility level for each pair of objects according to the

binary classifications. Then construct a symmetric square matrix of indis-
cernibility level.

3. Construct a dendrogram from the indiscernibility matrix using the single
linkage (nearest-neighbor) hierarchical clustering.

Before introducing the details of each step, we here describe the overall concept
of our method. We aim at representing hierarchy of object indiscernibility using a
dendrogram and enabling the users to interactively construct clusters of objects
that meet the given level of granularity. The granularity of data in this paper
puts its basis on the indiscernibility level of objects. The indiscernibility level,
defined for a pair of objects, is a new measure of object similarity that repre-
sents the level of global agreement for regarding the two objects as indiscernible.
Binary classifications play a key role in evaluating the indiscernibility of objects.
According to the proximity to other objects, each of the N objects indepen-
dently classifies U into two disjoint sets of objects; one containing objects that
are indiscernible to that object, and another containing objects discernible to
that object. Then, indiscernibility level of any two objects is assessed based on
the ratio of binary classifications that commonly classify them as indiscernible.

The indiscernibility level can be associated with data granularity. Control of
data granularity can be done by setting a threshold value on the indiscernibility
level and regarding objects as indiscernible if their indiscernibility level is higher
than the threshold. This process requires iterative hierarchical merging and can
be nicely handled with nearest-neighbor agglomerative hierarchical grouping [2].
Note that mergence of objects is done according to the indiscernibility level, not
to a conventional proximity measure such as (dis-)similarity; the global agree-
ment for merging two objects has already been embedded within this measure.

3.1 Binary Classifications

Our method first let each object independently classify the entire set of objects
U into two disjoint sets P and U − P . This binary classification is formalized
using an equivalence relation. Let U = {x1, x2, ..., xN} be the set of objects we
are interested in and let Ri be an equivalence relation defined for object xi. Then
binary classification for xi is defined by

U/Ri = {Pi, U − Pi}, (1)

where Pi contains objects that are indiscernible to xi, and U − Pi contains
objects that are discernible to xi. U/Ri can be alternatively written as U/Ri =
{[xi]Ri , [xi]Ri}, where [xi]Ri ∩ [xi]Ri = φ and [xi]Ri ∪ [xi]Ri = U hold.
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Table 1. An example of asymmetric, non-Euclidean dissimilarity matrix.

PPPPPPPxi

xj
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

x1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.9
x2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.8
x3 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.8
x4 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.6
x5 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.1 0.0

Method for determining the binary classification is arbitrary. Ri should pro-
vide some criteria to form Pi; however, it may not necessarily be defined explic-
itly. For example, one may simply form Pi according to the proximity between
objects as

Pi = {xj | d(xi, xj) ≤ Thdi}, ∀xj ∈ U. (2)

where d(xi, xj) denotes dissimilarity between objects xi and xj , and Thdi de-
notes a threshold value of dissimilarity for object xi. Other methods, such as
k-means with cluster number 2, can be used as alternatives if they are appro-
priate with respect to the property of the data. We have introduced a method
for constructing binary grouping based on the denseness of the objects in [6];
however, one may use any method, including the choice of proximity measure,
under the condition that it has the ability of performing binary classification on
U .

An important point to note is that U/Ri can be defined locally and inde-
pendently to each object xi, i = 1, 2, ..., N . For example, U/R1 can be defined
according only to the relationships between x1 and other N −1 objects, without
taking into account other information such as relationships between x2 and x3.
Similarly, U/Ri can be defined according only to the relationships between xi

and other N − 1 objects, without taking into account the relationships between
xj and xk, where j, k 6= i. This property enables us to employ an asymmetric,
non-Euclidean proximity matrix as input data.
[Example 1]: Binary Classification

Let us consider an asymmetric, non-Euclidean dissimilarity matrix shown in
Table 1. Here U = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}. Suppose we define binary classifications
U/Ri as

U/Ri = {Pi, U − Pi},
Pi = {xj | d(xi, xj) ≤ 0.5}, ∀xj ∈ U. (3)

Then we obtain the following five binary classifications.

U/R1 = {{x1, x2, x3}, {x4, x5}},
U/R2 = {{x1, x2, x3}, {x4, x5}},
U/R3 = {{x2, x3, x4}, {x1, x5}},
U/R4 = {{x1, x2, x3, x4}, {x5}},
U/R5 = {{x4, x5}, {x1, x2, x3}}. (4)
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Note that these five classifications are derived independently. Objects such as
x1 and x2 are classified as indiscernible in U/R1 and U/R2, but classified as
discernible in U/R3.

[End of example]

3.2 Indiscernibility Level

The family of binary classifications U/R, where R = {R1, R2, . . . , RN}, produces
the finest sets of objects as it takes intersection of all binary classifications. In
this scheme, objects fall into the same category in U/R only when all of the N
relations agree to classify them as indiscernible. If there is at least one relation
that discriminate them, they are discernible in U/R even when other N − 1
relations agree to classify them as indiscernible.

Now recall the example shown previously in Eq. (4). This example contains
three types of binary classifications: U/R1 (= U/R2 = U/R5), U/R3 and U/R4.
Since they are slightly different, classification of U by the family of binary clas-
sifications R, U/R, results in producing four very small, almost independent
categories.

U/R = {{x1}, {x2, x3}, {x4}, {x5}}. (5)

This simple example reveals the following problems that prevent us from
observing data with appropriate granularity.

1. Binary classifications are defined independently; thus global relationships
between each classification is not taken into account.

2. Binary representation of indiscernible/discernible makes it difficult to reflect
the global agreement for classifying objects.

We here introduce indiscernibility level, a novel measure that solves the above
problems and makes it possible to represent the granularity of objects while keep-
ing the use of independently defined binary classifications. The indiscernibility
level, γ(xi, xj), defined for a pair of objects xi and xj , quantifies the ratio of bi-
nary classifications that agree to classify xi and xj as indiscernible. The higher
level of indiscernibility implies that although there is small number of counter-
view, they are likely to be treated as indiscernible, and vise versa.

The indiscernibility level γ(xi, xj) for objects xi and xj is defined as follows.

γ(xi, xj) =
∑|U |

k=1 δindis
k (xi, xj)∑|U |

k=1 δindis
k (xi, xj) +

∑|U |
k=1 δdis

k (xi, xj)
, (6)

where

δindis
k (xi, xj) =

{
1, if (xi ∈ [xk]Rk

∧ xj ∈ [xk]Rk
)

0, otherwise. (7)

and

δdis
k (xi, xj) =





1, if (xi ∈ [xk]Rk
∧ xj 6∈ [xk]Rk

) or
if (xi 6∈ [xk]Rk

∧ xj ∈ [xk]Rk
)

0, otherwise.
(8)
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Table 2. Indiscernibility level γ for objects in Eq. (4)

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

x1 3/3 3/4 3/4 1/5 0/4
x2 4/4 4/4 2/5 0/5
x3 4/4 2/5 0/5
x4 3/3 1/3
x5 1/1

Equation (7) means that δindis
k (xi, xj) = 1 holds only when xi and xj are in-

discernible on U/Rk under the condition that they are also indiscernible with
xk. Equation (8) means that δdis

k (xi, xj) = 1 holds only when xi and xj are dis-
cernible on U/Rk, under the condition that either of them is indiscernible with
xk. By taking the sum of δindis

k (xi, xj) and δdis
k (xi, xj) for all k(1 ≤ k ≤ |U |) as

in Equation (6), we obtain the ratio of binary classifications that agree to treat
xi and xj as indiscernible objects. Note that in Equation (7), we excluded the
case when xi and xj are indiscernible but not indiscernible with xk. This is to
exclude the case where Rk does not significantly put weight on discerning xi and
xj . Pk for U/Rk is often determined by focusing on similar objects rather than
dissimilar objects. This means that when both of xi and xj are highly dissimilar
to xk, their dissimilarity is not significant for xk. Thus we only count the number
of binary classifications that certainly evaluate the dissimilarity of xi and xj .
[Example 2]: Indiscernibility Level

The indiscernibility level γ(x1, x2) of objects x1 and x2 in Example 1 is
calculated as follows.

γ(x1, x2) =
∑5

k=1 δindis
k (x1, x2)∑5

k=1 δindis
k (x1, x2) +

∑5
k=1 δdis

k (x1, x2)

=
1 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 0

(1 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 0) + (0 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 0)

=
3
4
. (9)

Let us explain this example with the calculation of the numerator (1+1+0+1+0).
The first value 1 is for δindis

1 (x1, x2). Since x1 and x2 are indiscernible on U/R1

and obviously they are in the same class to x1, δindis
1 (x1, x2) = 1 holds. The

second value is for δindis
2 (x1, x2), and analogously, it equals 1. The third value

is for δindis
3 (x1, x2). Since x1 and x2 are discernible on U/R3, it becomes 0. The

fourth value is for δindis
4 (x1, x2) and it obviously, becomes 1. The last value is

for δindis
5 (x1, x2). Although x1 and x2 are indiscernible on U/R5, their class is

different to that of x5. Thus δindis
5 (x1, x2) becomes 0.

Indiscernibility levels for all of the other pairs in U are tabulated in Table 2.
Note that the indiscernibility level of object xi to itself, γ(xi, xi), will always be
1.

[End of example]
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3.3 Hierarchy of Indiscernibility Level

The indiscernibility level can be used with thresholding to change an observation
scale of data. The threshold value Thγ determines the indiscernibility level under
which objects are considered to be indiscernible. Since treating two objects as
indiscernible is equal to merge the two objects, and it is a stepwise abstraction
process that goes hierarchically from bottom to top according to the indiscerni-
bility level, conventional single-linkage hierarchical grouping/clustering method
can be applied.

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) initially assigns an independent
cluster to each object. Then it seeks the most similar pair of objects and merges
it into one cluster. This process is repeated until all of the initial clusters are
merged into single cluster. AHC has several criteria such as single-linkage and
complete-linkage for selecting objects to merge. Single-linkage selects the pairs
according to the intergroup dissimilarity of the closest pairs:

dSL(G,H) = min
xi∈G,xj∈H

d(xi, xj),

where G and H are clusters to be merged in the next step. The clustering is also
called nearest-neighbor technique. Complete-linkage selects the pairs according
to the intergroup dissimilarity of the furthest pairs:

dCL(G,H) = max
xi∈G,xj∈H

d(xi, xj)

According to the definition of indiscernibility level, any objects (xi, xj) whose
indiscernibility level exceeds the threshold value, namely, if γ(xi, xj) ≥ Thγ

holds, they should be treated as indiscernible. We chose the nearest-neighbor
criterion to ensure this very property of γ.

This hierarchical merge/abstraction process produces a dendrogram that rep-
resents hierarchy of indiscernibility level over all objects. By setting an appropri-
ate thresholding level on the dendrogram, one can obtain abstracted groups of
objects that meet the given level of indiscernibility. Namely, one can interactively
change the granularity of data. The lowest threshold produces the finest groups
of objects (granules) and the highest threshold produces the coarsest groups of
objects.
[Example 3]: Hierarchy of Indiscernibility Level

Let us recall the case in Example 2. The matrix of indiscernibility levels is
provided in Table 2. For the sake of easy understandings, we provide in Table 3
recalculated values.

Here we treat the indiscernibility level as similarity because the mergence
should proceed in decreasing order of γ(xi, xj). If one prefers to treat it as
dissimilarity, simply use 1− γ(xi, xj) instead of γ(xi, xj).

Table 4 and Figure 1 provide the detail of merging process and the den-
drogram respectively. Since γ(x2, x3) = 1.0, these objects are indiscernible at
the lowest level; thus {x1}, {x2, x3}, {x4}, {x5} constitute the finest sets of ob-
jects (granules). At γ = 0.75, x1 becomes indiscernible with x2. Since x2 and x3
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Table 3. Indiscernibility level γ for objects in Eq. (4)(recalculated)

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

x1 1.0 0.75 0.75 0.2 0.0
x2 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.0
x3 1.0 0.4 0.0
x4 1.0 0.33
x5 1.0

Table 4. Indiscernibility level γ for objects in Eq. (4)(recalculated)

Step pairs γ clusters

1 x2, x3 1.0 {x1}, {x2, x3}, {x4}, {x5}
2 x1, x2 0.75 {x1, x2, x3}, {x4}, {x5}
3 x2, x4 0.4 {x1, x2, x3, x4}, {x5}
4 x4, x5 0.33 {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5}

are also indiscernible, {x1, x2, x3}, {x4}, {x5} constitute an abstracted sets of ob-
jects. Similarly, at γ = 0.40, x4 becomes indiscernible with x2 and {x1, x2, x3, x4}, {x5}
constitute the more abstracted sets of objects. Finally, at γ = 0.33, all objects
are considered to be indiscernible and the most abstracted set is obtained.
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Fig. 1. Dendrogram for Example 3.

The level of abstraction can be interactively set by changing the threshold
value Thγ on the dendrogram. For example, in Figure 1, one can set Thγ = 0.5
as a reasonable level since the difference of γ between steps is relatively large.

[End of example]

4 Experimental Results

We applied our method to a synthetic data and examined its usefulness. The
dataset contained 19 objects in two-dimensional Cartesian space as shown in
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Figure 2. The dataset was generated by Neyman-Scott method [7] with cluster
number = 3. The label ’cls 1’ to ’cls 3’ shows the original class that each object
belongs to.
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Fig. 2. 2D plot of the test data.

The proposed method starts with determining a binary classification, U/Ri,
for each object xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 19. In order to seclude the inference of meth-
ods/parameters for determining U/Ri, we used the perfect binary classifications,
which were generated based on the class labels of data. Then, in order to simu-
late the non-Euclidean properties, we applied random disturbance to the perfect
binary classifications. Taking the randomly disturbed perfect classifications as
input, we calculated the indiscernibility levels and constructed a dendrogram.

Perfect binary classifications We prepared a set of binary classifications
called perfect binary classifications, which can classify the data into correct
groups. A perfect binary classification U/Ri for object xi was defined as fol-
lows.

U/Ri = {Pi, U − Pi}, (10)

where
Pi = {xj | c[xi] = c[xj ]}, ∀xj ∈ U. (11)

where c[xi] denotes the class label of xi assigned when creating the dataset.
Obviously, the variety of perfect binary classifications in U/R was equal to the
number of classes in the dataset, because if objects xi and xj belonged to the
same class, Ri and Rj became identical.

After assigning a perfect binary classification to each object, we applied ran-
dom disturbance to each of them. We designed the following three disturbance
operations.
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Table 5. Binary classifications for the test data.

xi Pi of U/Ri xi Pi of U/Ri

x1 1,2,4,5,6,15 x11 7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,12
x2 1,2,3,4,5,4 x12 7,8,9,10,11,13,14,15
x3 1,2,3,4,5,6,6 x13 7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,6
x4 1,2,3,4,5,6,12 x14 7,8,9,10,12,13,14,15,15
x5 1,2,3,4,5,6,19 x15 7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,6
x6 1,2,3,5,6,14 x16 16,17,18,19
x7 7,8,9,10,11,13,14,15 x17 16,17,18,19
x8 7,9,10,11,12,13,14,15 x18 16,17,18,19
x9 7,8,9,11,12,13,14,15 x19 16,17,18,19
x10 7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14

Table 6. Indiscernibility level γ for the test data.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

1 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 1.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10
2 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 1.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10
3 0.83 0.83 1.00 0.67 0.83 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11
4 0.83 0.83 0.67 1.00 0.83 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11
5 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.83 1.00 0.63 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10
6 0.63 0.63 0.50 0.50 0.63 1.00 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.25 0.14 0.21 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09
7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 0.89 0.70 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.89 1.00 0.89 0.78 0.78 0.60 0.89 0.80 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 0.89 0.70 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.89 0.78 0.89 1.00 0.78 0.60 0.89 0.80 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.89 0.78 0.89 0.78 1.00 0.60 0.89 0.80 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
12 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.25 0.70 0.60 0.70 0.60 0.60 1.00 0.70 0.64 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.89 0.89 0.70 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
14 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.21 0.90 0.80 0.90 0.80 0.80 0.64 0.90 1.00 0.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.08 0.07 0.23 0.80 0.70 0.80 0.70 0.70 0.55 0.80 0.73 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80
17 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80
18 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80
19 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.00

1. Delete: Randomly select one element in Pi and remove it from Pi.
2. Add: Randomly select one element from U and add it to Pi.
3. Replace: Randomly select one element from Pi and replace it with randomly

selected element in U .

The operation was randomly selected each time. Disturbance operation was re-
peated card(Pi) × ρ times for each binary classification, where ρ denotes dis-
turbance ratio. We choose ρ = 0.2, which meant that about 1-2 objects in each
prefect binary classification were subject for random disturbance. Table 5 pro-
vides all the disturbed binary classifications (U −Pi omitted for simplicity. x of
xi also omitted in Pi for simplicity).

Using the binary classifications in Table 5, we calculated indiscernibility level
for each pair of objects and obtained a matrix as shown in Table 6. Then we
generated the dendrogram shown in Figure 3.

At the lowest level of indiscernibility, 13 sets of objects were generated as
the finest granules because the randomly disturbed binary classifications were
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Fig. 3. Dendrogram for the Test data.

slightly different each other. However, their disturbance affected locally; there-
fore the binary classifications retrained the ability of classifying most of the
object pairs correctly. In other words, although there exist a few counterviews,
object pairs in the same class retained higher level of agreement among binary
classifications to be classified as indiscernible objects. Therefore, if we changed
the threshold of indiscernibility level to a slightly lower value, for example to
0.8, most of the object pairs could recover their original indiscernibility. The
shapes of dendrogram around the bottom part visualizes this characteristics. As
the threshold level decreases (goes toward upper direction on the dendrogram),
the granularity of the data quickly became coarser, and then became stable for
Thγ = 0.63 to 0.25. For these values, the method generated correct clusters,
which corresponded to the appropriate level of object granularity. If we further
set Thγ to lower value, objects with very low indiscernibility became merged
and excessively abstracted sets would be obtained.

The above results demonstrated that (1)the proposed method could visualize
the hierarchy of indiscernibility using dendrogram, (2) by changing the threshold
level on the dendrogram, users could interactively change the granularity of
objects defined based on the indiscernibility level, and (3) the method could
handle non-Euclidean relational data in which asymmetry and local disturbance
of the triangular inequality could occur.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new approach of representing hierarchy of data
granularity by the combination of the indiscernibility level and single-linkage
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AHC. The indiscernibility level quantified the level of global agreement for clas-
sifying two objects into the same category as indiscernible objects. Single-linkage
grouping merged objects according to the indiscernibility level from bottom to
top and constructed the dendrogram, which enabled users to examine the hier-
archy of data granularity and obtain the set of indiscernible objects that meets
the given level of granularity. Additionally, it put its basis on binary classi-
fication assigned independently to each object; therefore, it can be applied to
non-Euclidean, asymmetric relational data. Experimental results on a small syn-
thetic data demonstrated the above characteristics. It remains as a future work
to apply this method to other real-world data, and to compare the performance
with other methods such as NERFCM [4].
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Abstract. Categorization of web search queries is of increasing interest
not only due to increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of returned
results but also for the potential revenue in coupled applications such us
targeted advertising or reformulation of the query for better results.
Nevertheless, categorization of the queries only based on the features
of the query so far is challenging due to the small number of words in
queries and the dynamism of sites and users requests.
We define features of the queries based on visibility and decay of the
terms they contain to be integrated with a taxonomy of concepts based
on the site structure. The proposed method is basically composed of two
steps: firstly some queries are categorized according to the results they
return and a fast classifier is built based on these results. In a second
stage, the method exploits properties of the visibility of the terms in
the queries and in the front page along a period, to obtain a set of at-
tributes that are used to further cluster queries and enrich classification.
Altogether they integrate an online categorization of queries to help the
site decision for targeted advertising. The classifier builder is based on
Rough Set techniques integrated with traditional K-means and decision
trees. Results of the classification on a site serving news and using GSA
as search engine is shown.
Keywords. Query Categorization, Rough Sets, search engines, ubiqui-
tous data mining

1 Introduction

Many search engine companies are interested in providing commercial services
in response to user queries, including targeted advertisement, product reviews
or any other value added services such as banking and transportation [7]. In [24]
the authors remark that the length of Web queries coupled with the constantly
changing distribution and vocabulary of queries hinders traditional text classi-
fication posing a challenge on successful query classification. In fact is difficult
to determine the user’s desired task and information needed from the very short
? Project partially financed by Project TIN2004-05873

?? Project partially financed by Project CCG06-UPM/ESP-0259
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Web queries. A lot of attention has been put in Web search, to organize the large
number of Web pages in the search result after the user issues a query, according
to the potential categories of the results.

Successfully mapping incoming user queries to topical categories, particu-
larly those for which the search engine has domain-specific knowledge, can bring
improvements in both the efficiency and the effectiveness of Web search [2]. Sev-
eral studies have attempted to classify user queries in terms of the informational
actions of users. In early work [5], manually classified a small set of queries into
transactional, navigational, and informational tasks.

The other challenge in query classification is deciding the categories towards
the classification will be performed. When dealing with queries submitted to
a web site, the site structure itself can be taken as a possible categorization.
The problem is specially of interest in web sites dedicated to news. In this case
the level of dynamism in users and request due to inherent changing nature of
pieces of news is even higher hindering the process of query categorization. If
the site wants to enrich the result of the search with added values, any informa-
tion related to the user context is valuable to better respond to the user needs.
According to [25] making the web truly responsive to human needs means un-
derstanding the user needs. The author mentions the problem of interpreting
multiple domains, contents and purposes that can lead to different applications
interpreting the same meta data in different ways.

We concentrate on on-line classification of queries into categories that are of
potential interest to the site sponsor so to be used later for marketing purposes.
We attack that problem presenting a double stage method. First, we present a
fast on line classification scheme that labels queries into the site structure based
taxonomy categories taking into account the words available in the query. In a
second stage, information of events on the front page together with measures of
the words visibility and decay are used to build an improved classifier. Rough
sets are known to be a good tool for mining although efficiency problem has to
be tackled. Consequently in this paper we combine rough set techniques with
decision trees and traditional k-means and two-step algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 a review of previous
studies on categorization of queries as well as the application of rough sets in
web mining problems is found. In section 3 the presented approach is presented,
firstly we define the basics of the method and later the stages of the process. In
section 4 results of the proposed method in a real web site that uses GSA [8] as
search engine is shown. To conclude, section 5 presents the results obtained so
far in mentioned news site.

2 Related Work

2.1 Mining News Sites

The structure of the most visited regions of the Web is altered at the timescale
from hours to days. In [9] the authors analyze the dynamics of visits of a major
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news portal, representing the prototype for such a rapidly evolving network.
In [6] a topic mining framework that supports the identification of meaningful
topics from news stream data is proposed. The approach presented is based on
retrieving News articles and applying data mining to produce patterns that are
stored in a data base. The clustering technique proposed is incremental so to
deal with the high rate of documents update. In [26] author propose a two-
way clustering technique based on probabilistic theory to address the problem
of analyzing web log data collected at a typical on-line newspaper site. More
general, in [23] the problem of reasoning about information changes is considered
in the context of complex concepts approximated hierarchically and actions that
can be triggered to change properties of investigated objects.

2.2 Rough Sets and Web Mining

The rough set concept [20, 21] is a mathematical tool proposed by Prof. Pawlak
in the earlies 80’s to reason about vagueness and uncertainty. The Rough Set
theory bears on the assumption that in order to define a set we need initially
some knowledge about elements of the universe. In Rough Set theory a concept
is described by its lower and upper approximations defined with respect to some
indiscernibility relation.

A detailed review explaining the state of the art and the future directions
for web mining research in soft computing framework is provided by Pal et
al. [19] and Mitra [15]. The use of Rough Sets theory for knowledge discovery
and web mining is widely acknowledged [1] with special interest on Information
Retrieval and Association/Clustering of queries. In [13] how rough set theory
can be used to develop clustering schemes for web mining is presented. The
unsupervised classification described in the paper uses properties of rough sets
along with Genetic Algorithms to represent clusters as interval sets. Later the
same author in [14] presents a variation of the k-means algorithm in which
clusters are represented as rough sets as well as the promising results of applying
the approach to cluster web visitors. The approach we present for classification
also uses rough set techniques and clustering methods but in our case we do
not modify the original algorithms but we integrate the results so rough sets are
used to find the most discriminant attributes required for classification.

In [16] a method of snippet representation enrichment using Tolerance Rough
Set model is presented. The proposed method is used to construct a rough set
based search result clustering algorithm that is compared it with other methods.

In [18, 17] Carrot2 and Lingo algorithms for clustering web search results
emphasizing cluster description quality are presented. The algorithms are based
on algebraic transformations of the term-document matrix and frequent phrase
extraction using suffix arrays.

To provide an effective solution to avoid disambiguities and duplication of
information (terms in queries), in [12] the relationship between association rules
and rough set based decision rules is defined proving that a decision pattern is
a kind of closed pattern. It then presents a novel concept of rough association
rules in order to improve the effectiveness of association rule mining.
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2.3 Categorization of queries

In [3] an approach to topical categorization of general web queries in order to
maintain sufficient categorization recall when web queries are short is presented.
The approach is based on 2 principles: using the query logs alone this means not
using external sources and integration of classification techniques. This works
extends that of [2] that introduces the use of a web search engine log as a source
of unlabelled data to aid in automatic classification. The process presented by
this authors is robust to changes in the stream of data as the only source of
information for classification are the queries themselves that is the very thing
that changes the most. Our approach is similar to this one in the sense that
the fast classifier is also only based on the queries themselves. Nevertheless, in
our approach we also use information related to the front page so to help the
categorization of queries.

In [4] a method that exploits page counts and text snippets returned by the
search engine are used to define different scores to compute similarity of words.
These scores are integrated later with support vector machines leading a robust
similarity measurement that improves significantly the F-measure in entity dis-
ambiguation tasks and in community mining task. In [10] an approach to add
useful meta data to search results by fast-feature techniques is explored. The
main motivation of the paper is to stress the importance of lightweight rapid
techniques for categorizing search results into meaningful and stable categories.
The approach presented in this paper also deals with a fast-feature categoriza-
tion method but instead of being based on features of the results we based our
approach on features of the submitted queries.

In [22] an approach called query enrichment to deal with the problem cat-
egorization of short and ambiguous queries is presented. The proposed method
takes a short query and maps it to intermediate objects and from the intermedi-
ate object to the target category. For the query enrichment the method integrates
information of different search engines. As in this approach the method that we
present trust the search engine for a first categorization of queries, but in our
approach we only submit queries to one search engine for manual categorization
and the enrichment is made later by means of visibility measures.

3 The proposed method

3.1 Outline

We present a method to categorize the queries submitted to a search engine
searching for results across the corporate content of a company. This is the case
for example of the GSA [8] (Google Search Appliance) that delivers results to
users across virtually all the information in a company. In this case, the results
of the search is determined by the contents the company has indexed and should
be related to the site structure. This is the first assumption under the approach
we present: the taxonomy of concepts can be extracted from the site structure.
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The second assumption as in [3] is that no external sources are used for cat-
egorization but the queries themselves and the information of the site structure.
As in [10] we also used fast-feature techniques for the classification but in our
case based on features of the query itself and we do not analyze the result set.
We concentrate on classifying queries into categories that are of potential inter-
est to the site sponsor so to be used later for marketing purposes. This is to say
the categorization will be used to choose the best ads to display together with
the results of the query. We partly inspire this study in the one found in [22].

3.2 Taxonomies of concepts

We propose to deal with two kind of categories:

– The one inherent in the site structure: this is very stable taxonomy as the
concepts and structure of the site does not change very often

– The one extracted from the front page: this is a very changing taxonomy but
it reveals interesting information regarding the dynamics of the users and
their interests

Fig. 1. Preprocessing Activities

In order to categorize queries according to these taxonomies we propose to
randomly choose a set of queries and label them manually and from those extract
a fast classifier. Due to dynamism of sites and users we assume a set of words
to appear in a continuous way that will be present in the queries prior to their
appearance in the site or in the front page. On the other hand, words referring
to current and fashionable topics will have decaying interest. To deal with this
and other facts we propose a set of measures to score the visibility of terms that
will help to improve the fast classifier efficiency.
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3.3 Word appearance-count-based visibility

In [11] the author defines the visibility of a story based on the number of votes
it receives and based on it, interestingness measure coefficient is calculated. In
our approach we try to measure the interest of queries based on the words it
carries. From this coefficient one can calculate the potential value the query has
for the site and accordingly act.

Fig. 2. Enrichment Process

Interestingness of the query highly depends on features of the terms contained
in the query. Consequently we firstly categorize terms and then according to them
we label queries. Two criteria are taken into account:

– visibility of the term on the queries
– visibility of the term on the front page

Consequently we define the visibility of a term in a period of time V (t, p)
based on its appearance frequency (number of times it appears) in the period.
According to this coefficient we define:

– stable terms in a period st(p): those terms t that appear along the period p
under study in uniform way. Uniformity is a function of the average num-
ber of appearance of the terms in the period. It also depends on the decay
function of the term d(t, p) that reflects the ratio of appearance along time.
Values of decay over 1 means increasing ratio of appearance, values close to
0 means decreasing ratios and values around 1 means stable term

– new term nt(p): a term t belongs to this set if it appears for the first time
in the period p

– top-ten: one term t belongs this set if in the period p appears over the average
ratio of appearance

All these sets are calculated for different period length: 24 hours, 7 days, 31
days, . . . and both for the appearance of words in heading in the front page and
in queries. Queries and later sessions are enriched with information regarding
the terms they contain: 24 hours top ten, preceding day, week before, . . . This
attributes will be used for the enriched categorization to deal with dynamism of
words and users.
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3.4 Approach

The method to classify queries in a fixed site makes the following assumptions:

– The site structure inherently hides domain information that can be used to
build a taxonomy of concepts

– Given that the search engine is indexing the documents to be retrieved, cat-
egorization process can be based on the results the search engine returns in a
query. Results of the engine can be mapped into concepts of the taxonomy.
In other words, we trust that results of the engine can be mapped in the
site structure. By this assumption, our approach first categorizes a query by
covering its potential meanings in the site structure, and then classify the
search results to the domain defined categories

– Contents located in the main page correspond to current events or/and fash-
ionable topics. The structure of the main page can also be associated with a
taxonomy of concepts. This taxonomy can be used to be able to categorize
queries according to front page visibility

– The dynamism of the web makes content and words change meaning. News
like ”Killer dogs” makes reference one day to an accident in which a child
was death by a dog and following month can refer special treatment for dogs.
The result of evolution due to time should be combined into a coherent whole
for better coverage and higher categorization robustness

According to these assumptions the method we propose is composed of the
following stages (see figures 1 and 2 for detail):

1. Off-line pre-processing:
– Taxonomies creator
– Web Log cleaning: this process has to be repeated due to the stream

nature of the log data
– Visibility sets calculation: as in the previous step, sets has to be updated

as new data arrived and are cleaned
2. Manual labelling of queries

– Search sets of results for a selected set of queries: Randomly some queries
are chosen and are sent to the search engine to analyze the set of results.

– Mapping of the results into domain taxonomy. We propose to use only
the urls of the result set for the mapping in the taxonomy as in [3].

3. Front-page labelling of queries. For those queries containing terms of the
headings in front page, randomly some queries are chosen and manually
labelled

4. Fast-feature classifier: We call it fast-feature as only the words contained in
the query are used to build the classifier
– Reduct calculation. Sets of words that appear in the categories chosen

are used so to decide which of them are discriminant for each category.
We use rough set based techniques for this step

– Rough Sets based classifier. Based on the results we propose to build the
classifier
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– Build final model
5. Enrichment of the queries regarding to visibility functions
6. Enriched classifier
7. Evaluation

4 Case study: a News site

4.1 Data Set description

To test the proposed method, we conducted experiment of a real dataset ex-
tracted from a News Site that uses GSA [8] as search engine. We test with its
logs as they have all the features of dynamism, shortness and ambiguity that we
discuss when proposing the method.

Fig. 3. Frequency of queries and sessions with different lengths

The weblog used corresponds to the activity of the site along 4 months
containing a total of 442909 records. After cleaning and preprocessing the log,
106443 different queries have been identified in which a total of 43742 different
terms are used. In figure 3 information regarding the number of words contained
in each query and their associated frequency is shown, together with the number
of queries per session.

The figure 3 shows that queries containing two words are the most frequent
(40,3%). Furthermore, 96% of the queries have no more than four words. the
queries contains different combinations of terms that include names of TV pro-
grams, URLs, dates, TV series actors, . . . From the preprocessing was also ob-
served that there are very frequent terms that appear misspelled many times and
this had to be marked and corrected prior to categorization. On the other hand,
we could also observed the incidence of the evolution of news in some submitted
queries and on the different categorization the site makes as they evolve (for
example prior of launching a new tv programme it appears to be as Top Hit in
the front page but as soon as it is running it goes under TV series category.
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Fig. 4. Site Structure

4.2 The method

Preprocessing of logs The site structure was analyzed to extract the taxon-
omy of concepts in a first stage and the first level of the taxonomy is depicted in
figure 4. It is important to note at this point that analyzing other News site such
as (http://www.telecinco.es/, http://www.canalrcn.com/, http://www.bbc.co.uk/,
www.canalcaracol.com.co) they all have in common a very similar structure of
the site at least for the first level of the hierarchy.

On the other hand, the front page was also analyzed to obtain the way in
which headlines are located on it and the meaning of this location. The concepts
extracted will be later used to label queries.

Fig. 5. Categories Distribution

The web log was cleaned eliminating for example duplicated records and
applying basic lexicographical correction. Once the logs was considered to be
cleaned, the visibility functions were applied obtaining the lists of stable words,
top-ten and disappearing terms to name some for different length periods. It
is worthnoting that terms related to names of TV series that seems to be top
ten in the country such as ”The ugly Betty” belongs to the more stable words
along the period of time under study. On the other hand, those terms related to
some breaking news such as ”Hussein” are the ones in which the decay function
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changes more abruptly in a short period of time. To end with, the list of words
appearing one day makes with a high degree of confidence, makes reference to
some headline that appears later on the day in the front page or the following
day the latest.

To end the preprocessing stage the set of records was splitted into two sets:
D1 and D2 of approximately the same length (around 130.000 records each).
The first one D1 will be used to generate the categorized records and the fast
feature classifier and the second one D2 will be used for testing and improving
the first classifier. On order to properly test results the two sets corresponds to
different periods of time, this is to say the first set corresponds to the first two
months of activity gathered and the second datasets corresponds to the next two
months. This way, we will be able to test how the dynamism and evolution of
terms affects the results.

Categorization of queries and fast feature classifier From the first dataset
D1 we randomly select different datasets that were submitted to the GSA and
taking into account the urls given as result they were manually categorized. On
the other hand, records were also categorized as having terms related to the
front page or not and in the first case, the corresponding category was assigned.
The distribution of categories for the categorized set can be seen in figure 4.

Once the categories are obtained the next step is to build the classifier. The
main problem was the large number of terms belonging to each category. Con-
sequently, at this point visibility coefficients were used so to choose significantly
smaller number of terms for each category and they were grouped according to
the associations that frequently were together. With this information reducts
were calculated to extract the sets of words that best discriminate each cate-
gory. The rule set obtained categorized properly 73, 5 % of the records observing
that records that could not be categorized correspond to new terms appearing
the day when the record is submitted in most of the cases. Consequently, the
enriched classifier is obtained to avoid this problem.

Enriched classifier To increase the accuracy of the model obtained only using
terms, information related to visibility coefficient is used to enrich the classifi-
cation power. The process we performed is as follows:

1. We enrich the records with information related to visibility coefficients and
we add a flag to establish where such a record was successfully categorized
by the classifier.

2. We obtain a classification model that given a record predicts if the record
will be or not classified

3. In case it will be classified we run the classification
4. For records not classified we build a classifier taking into account the infor-

mation on the front page

We have run the proposed method on the dataset obtaining the follow-
ing results: The reduct: Visibility-front-page-24, new-term-24, frequent-top-ten,
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frequent-30 is enough to discriminate possibility of categorization with confi-
dence of 0, 89. The classification power of the fast-feature classifier increases
then to obtain an accuracy of 0, 875%. The classifier obtained for not catego-
rized records is highly dependant on terms on the front page and, consequently,
the more often it gets updated the better results. In our case, we made exper-
iments updating the classifier for a month, week, and day. Experiments on a
week basis show to be almost equally efficient as the day one, 0, 84 % of the not
categorized records in the first case where now classified.

5 Conclusion and Outline

Query categorization has increased value in those sites using internal web search
as a service for users as the company can deliver together with the result some
added value service to the user. Examples of the services can be reformulation of
the queries so to obtain better results or marketing services related to the topic
of the submitted query. Nevertheless, due to the shortness and ambiguity of the
queries, categorization is a challenging problem. In this paper we have proposed
a method for query categorization based on the words the query contains and
about terms visibility coefficients to improve the classification performance of
terms alone. We have tested the method on the logs of a News site containing
442.909 records, and we have tried different techniques for the classification step.
In particular C4.5, K-means, Apriori and Rough Set based methods where used.
Rough sets based methods shown to be more time consuming but the accuracy
and error rates make them a good candidate for model generator where time is
not a problem.
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Abstract. The paper provides a brief outline of the methodology for
building suitable hierarchical models of concurrent systems described by
information systems. The models have the form of hierarchical colored
Petri nets. An introduction of a hierarchy concept in modeling of large
systems seems to be necessary for simplification of legibility of the ob-
tained models. Therefore, the main purpose of the hierarchy constructs
is to break down the complexity of the large nets by dividing them into
a number of subnets. In the proposed approach, the starting point for
building a hierarchical net is an information system describing a given
concurrent system. The hierarchy construct starts as early as on the level
of description by building the so-called generalized information system.
Such a system arises from combining selected real processes of a concur-
rent system into some generalized processes.

Keywords: rough sets, information systems, colored Petri nets, hierarchical
models.

1 Introduction

The idea of describing concurrent systems using information systems has been
initiated by Z. Pawlak in [8]. In this approach, an information system represented
by a data table includes the knowledge of global states of a given concurrent sys-
tem CS. The columns of a table are labeled with names of attributes (treated as
the processes of CS). Each row labeled with an object (treated as a global state
of CS) includes a record of attribute values (treated as local states of processes).
The next step in development of that idea was modeling concurrent systems de-
scribed by information systems using different kinds of Petri nets. Until now,
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concurrent systems described by information systems have been modeled using
non-hierarchical place transition nets (see [10]) as well as non-hierarchical col-
ored Petri nets (see [4], [5], [6], [12]). The use of colored Petri nets enables us
to obtain succinct and coherent models. In this case, the complexity of mod-
els is divided among net structures, declarations and net inscriptions. However,
large data tables cause the models to become more complicated. Especially, their
declarations and inscriptions are less readable because of their sizes. A natural
way to solve this problem is building hierarchical models. A given hierarchical
model can be constructed by suitable combination of a number of smaller mod-
els. Looking at the history, an analogous approach has been used in constructing
the large software systems. The existence of subroutines and modules in all mod-
ern programming languages makes building such systems possible. Moreover, the
legibility of their codes is greater. Therefore, colored Petri nets have also a hier-
archical version. Hierarchical colored Petri nets have been proposed in [1]. One
can also find there five different hierarchy constructs. In this paper we make
the first attempt to model concurrent systems described by information systems
using some kind of hierarchical colored Petri nets different from those proposed
in [1]. In order to do it, first, we propose to build the so-called generalized in-
formation systems describing concurrent systems on the more abstract level by
combining specific (real) processes of concurrent systems into some generalized
processes. On the basis of generalized information systems, the net models on
the first level are built. However, subnets on the second level represent just
real processes. Constructing single subnets on the individual levels is based on
algorithms given in [4], [6].

2 Preliminaries

First, we recall basic concepts concerning rough set theory [7] used in the paper
as well as give some informal description of colored Petri nets. For a formal
description of them we refer the reader to [2].

2.1 Information Systems, Reducts and Rules

In the rough set theory, information systems are used to represent some knowl-
edge of elements of the universe of discourse. An information system is a pair
S = (U, A), where U is a nonempty, finite set of objects, called the universe, A
is a nonempty, finite set of attributes, i.e., a : U → Va for a ∈ A, where Va is
called the value set of a. Any information system can be represented as a data
table whose columns are labeled with attributes, rows are labeled with objects,
and entries of the table are attribute values. Each minimal (with respect to in-
clusion) subset B ⊆ A which preserves discernibility of objects determined by
the set A of all attributes in the information system S = (U, A) is called a reduct
of S. The set of all reducts in a given information system S will be denoted as
Red(S). For a given reduct R ∈ Red(S), there exists the functional dependency
between values of attributes from R and values of attributes from A−R marked
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with R ⇒ A − R, i.e., the values of attributes from R uniquely determine all
values of attributes from A − R . Especially, we have that R ⇒ {a} for each
a ∈ A−R. Atomic formulas over A and V =

⋃
a∈A

Va are expressions of the form

(a, v), where a ∈ A and v ∈ Va. In this paper, a rule r in the information system
S is a formula of the form (ai1 , vi1)∧ (ai2 , vi2)∧ . . .∧ (ail

, vil
)⇒ (ad, vd), where

ad ∈ A, vd ∈ Vad
, aij ∈ A − {ad}, and vij ∈ Vaij

for j = 1, . . . , l. A formula on
the left side of⇒ is called a predecessor of a rule, whereas a formula on the right
side of⇒ is called a successor of a rule. A rule r is true in the information system
S = (U, A) if and only if for each object u ∈ U we have that if ai1(u) = vi1 and
ai2(u) = vi2 and ... and ail

(u) = vil
, then ad(u) = vd. A rule is called minimal

in S if and only if the removal of any atomic formula from the predecessor of a
rule causes that a rule is not true in S. The set of all minimal rules true in S
will be denoted as Rul(S).

2.2 Subsystems

Let S = (U, A) be an information system. An information system S′ = (U ′, A′)
such that U ′ ⊆ U , A′ = {a′ : a ∈ B ⊆ A}, a′(u) = a(u) for u ∈ U ′ and
Va′ = Va for a ∈ A is called a subsystem of S. The set A′ will be identified with
a corresponding subset B of A. It is easy to see that each reduct R ∈ Red(S)
determines a subsystem SR = (UR, R) of S. If we have a family Sub(S) =
{S1 = (U1, A1), S2 = (U2, A2), . . . Sq = (Uq, Aq)} of subsystems of S, where
U1 = U2 = . . . = Uq = U and Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ for any i, j = 1, 2, . . . , q and i 6= j,
then subsystems from Sub(S) are called attribute-separable subsystems.

2.3 Colored Petri Nets

In general, Petri nets are a graphical and mathematical tool for modeling pro-
cesses acting concurrently. The states of colored Petri nets are represented by
places (drawn as circles) whereas the actions are represented by transitions
(drawn as rectangles). The places are connected with transitions by arcs (and
also inversely, transitions with places). For each place p, a nonempty set of tokens
called a color set is associated with p. In a given place p, only tokens belonging
to the color set associated with p can appear. A marking of the net determines
distribution of tokens on all places. A marking of a single place p is a multiset
over the color set associated with p. Expressions on arcs determine which tokens
are removed from input places and which tokens are placed in output places
of transitions connected with arcs. For each transition t, a boolean expression
called a guard expression is associated with t. If this expression is fulfilled, then
a transition can be fired. Firing a given transition t causes removing suitable
tokens from input places of t and placing suitable tokens in output places of t.
So, transitions are responsible for state (marking) changes. Arc expressions and
guard expressions may include, among others, variables which are replaced with
suitable values during firing transitions.
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3 First Step to Modeling Concurrent Systems Described
by Information Systems Using Hierarchical Colored
Petri Nets

In this section, we give an introduction to modeling concurrent systems described
by information systems using hierarchical colored Petri nets. In order to build a
hierarchical net model HCPN(S) of a given concurrent system described by the
information system S = (U,A) we may perform Algorithm 1. In the presented
approach, the information system S = (U,A) describing a given concurrent sys-
tem must satisfy the following requirement: S has at least one reduct R such
that R ⊂ A. Otherwise, we can create only subsystems of S representing single
processes and what follows we cannot combine any processes together to obtain
some generalized processes. The exponential time complexity of Algorithm 1 is
the main inconvenience of the proposed approach.

Algorithm 1 for building a hierarchical model of a given concurrent system
described by an information system.

Input: An information system S = (U, A) such that ∃
R∈Red(S)

R ⊂ A.

Output: A hierarchical net model HCPN(S) of a given concurrent system
described by the information system S.

Start
Step 1: Compute a set Red(S) of all reducts of S.
Step 2: Split the information system S into attribute-separable subsystems

with respect to reducts of S as follows.

Step 2.1: Create empty families SRed and SAttr of subsystems.
Step 2.2: From the set Red(S) of all reducts of S choose a maximal (with

respect to the number of elements) subset Red∗(S) = {R1, R2, . . . , Rk}
of pairwise disjoint reducts (i.e., Ri ∩ Rj = ∅ for any i, j = 1, 2, . . . , k
and i 6= j ) of S.

Step 2.3: For each reduct R ∈ Red∗(S) do:
Step 2.3.1: Create a subsystem SR = (U, R) of S.
Step 2.3.2: Add SR to the family SRed.

Step 2.4: For each attribute a ∈ A− (R1 ∪R2 ∪ . . . ∪Rk) do:
Step 2.4.1: Create a subsystem Sa = (U, {a}) of S.
Step 2.4.2: Add Sa to the family SAttr.

Step 2.5: Create a family Sub(S) of all attribute-separable subsystems of
S by adding all subsystems from SRed and all subsystems from SAttr to
Sub(S).

Step 3: Build a generalized information system S = (U,A) for S as follows.
Each attribute a ∈ A corresponds exactly to one subsystem S′ = (U ′, A′)
from Sub(S). Each object u ∈ U corresponds exactly to one object u from
the original information system S. For each object u ∈ U and each attribute
a ∈ A:
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– if the attribute a corresponds to a subsystem SR from SRed, then a(u) is a
tuple of the form (ai1(u), ai2(u), . . . , aik

(u)), where ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aik
∈ R,

– if the attribute a corresponds to a subsystem Sa from SAttr, then a(u)
has the form a(u).

Obviously, each tuple (ai1(u), ai2(u), . . . , aik
(u)) can be additionally encoded

by a single value for simplification of the description.
Step 4: For each subsystem S′ = (U ′, A′) obtained in Step 2, where card(A) >

1, compute a set Rul(S′) of all minimal rules true in S′.
Step 5: Compute a set Rul(S) of all minimal rules true in S.
Step 6: For each subsystem S′ = (U ′, A′) obtained in Step 2, build a sub-

model CPN(S′) in the form of a colored Petri net. A guard expression for
a transition of CPN(S′) is constructed on the basis of the set Rul(S′) of all
minimal rules true in S′. Note that for each subsystem S′ = (U ′, A′), where
card(A′) = 1, we have that Rul(S′) = ∅.

Step 7: For the generalized information system S, build a model CPN(S) in the
form of a colored Petri net. A guard expression for a transition of CPN(S)
is constructed on the basis of the set Rul(S) of all minimal rules true in S.

Step 8: Create a hierarchical net model HCPN(S) on the basis of net models
CPN(S) and {CPN(Si)}Si∈Sub(S).

Step 9: Return a hierarchical net model HCPN(S).
Stop

4 An Illustration

In this section, we depict an example explaining the presented algorithm.
We now apply the proposed methodology for building a hierarchical model of

a concurrent system of financial processes like exchange rates between the Polish
zloty and important currencies like the US dollar (marked with usd), the euro
(marked with eur), the Japanese yen (marked with jpy), the Canadian dollar
(marked with cad), the Swiss franc (marked with chf), and the Pound sterling
(marked with gbp). The behavior of a financial system observed by us is described
in a data table representing an information system S (see Table 1). Attributes
correspond to currencies, whereas objects correspond to consecutive business
days. The meaning of attribute values is the following: -1 denotes decreasing a
given exchange rate in relation to the previous exchange rate, 0 denotes remain-
ing a given exchange rate on the same level in relation to the previous exchange
rate, 1 denotes increasing a given exchange rate in relation to the previous ex-
change rate. Formally, for the information system S, we have: the set of objects
U = {u1, u2, . . . , u7}, the set of attributes A = {usd, eur, jpy, cad, chf, gbp}, the
sets of attribute values Vusd = Veur = Vjpy = Vcad = Vgbp = {−1, 0, 1} and
Vchf = {−1, 0}.

We obtain the following set of reducts of S: Red(S) = {R1, R2, R3, R4},
where R1 = {usd, cad}, R2 = {jpy, cad}, R3 = {eur, jpy, gbp}, and R4 =
{usd, eur, gbp}. For the further computation, we can choose the disjoint reducts
R1 and R3. Choosing these reducts we have three attribute-separable subsys-
tems SR1 = (U, R1), SR3 = (U, R3) and Schf = (U, {chf}) shown in Table 2.
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Table 1. An information system S describing a financial system

U/A usd eur jpy cad chf gbp

u1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

u2 -1 0 -1 0 0 -1

u3 1 0 1 1 0 1

u4 0 0 0 1 0 0

u5 0 1 0 0 0 0

u6 0 0 0 1 0 0

u7 1 0 1 0 0 -1

For each subsystem, there are also presented encoded values of attributes for the
generalized information system.

Table 2. Subsystems SR1 , SR3 and Schf , respectively.

U/A usd cad curr1

u1 -1 -1 1

u2 -1 0 2

u3 1 1 3

u4 0 1 4

u5 0 0 5

u6 0 1 4

u7 1 0 6

U/A eur jpy gbp curr2

u1 -1 -1 -1 1

u2 0 -1 -1 2

u3 0 1 1 3

u4 0 0 0 4

u5 1 0 0 5

u6 0 0 0 4

u7 0 1 -1 6

U/A chf curr3

u1 -1 −1

u2 0 0

u3 0 0

u4 0 0

u5 0 0

u6 0 0

u7 0 0

A generalized information system S is shown in Table 3. The attribute curr1

corresponds to a generalized process representing two real processes (currencies)
usd and cad, whereas the attribute curr2 corresponds to a generalized process
representing three real processes (currencies) eur, jpy and gbp.

Table 3. A generalized information system S for S

U/A curr1 curr2 curr3

u1 1 1 −1

u2 2 2 0

u3 3 3 0

u4 4 4 0

u5 5 5 0

u6 4 4 0

u7 6 6 0

Minimal rules true in the subsystems have a standard form. For the subsys-
tem SR1 , we obtain only one rule: (cad,−1) ⇒ (usd,−1). For the subsystem
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SR3 , we obtain ten minimal rules true in SR3 . For example, we have the follow-
ing rules: (gbp, 0)⇒ (jpy, 0) and (jpy, 1)⇒ (eur, 0). Obviously, there is the lack
of rules within the subsystem Schf . On the first level (i.e., for the information
system S), we have, for example, the following rules: (curr1,1) ⇒ (curr2,1),
(curr3,−1)⇒ (curr2,1).

An outline of the hierarchical net model HCPN(S) is shown in Figure 1.
It is worth noting that there exist some connections (symbolically shown in
the net) representing generalization between the net on the first level and the
nets on the second level. Each place of the net CPN(S) represents places of
one of the subnets. For example, the place pcurr1 of CPN(S) is a generalized
place for places pusd and pcad. The foregoing implies that markings of places
of CPN(S) and markings of places in subnets are in the strict relationship. It
is also significant throughout firing transitions on the first level and the second
level. Each place (drawn as a circle) in the net on the first level represents one
generalized process. A transition (drawn as a rectangle) represents the change of
states of generalized processes. Each place in nets on the second level represents
a real process. Each transition of these nets represents the change of states of
processes belonging to a given subsystem. In Figure 1, some significant elements
of a net description have been deliberately omitted (such as global declarations
of color sets and variables, arc expressions, guard expressions for transitions,
types and markings of places). First of all, markings in places of nets represent
states of processes of the modeled system. For more detailed descriptions of net
models of concurrent systems described by information systems we refer readers
to [4], [5].

Fig. 1. An outline of the hierarchical net model HCPN(S) for the information system
S
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The main property of the created net models of concurrent systems described
by information systems (also these hierarchical) is as follows. Such models gen-
erate all global states of modeled systems which are consistent with all rules
extracted from information systems and used to build models (see [4], [10], [12]).
In the approach presented in this paper, on the first level, a hierarchical net
model HCPN(S) for a given information system S enables us to obtain a maxi-
mal consistent extension [11], [13] of a generalized information system S created
for S. Individual models on the second level enable us to obtain maximal con-
sistent extensions of appropriate subsystems of S. It is worth mentioning that
models can generate not only global states observed earlier (and collected in
information systems), but also some new global states which have not been ob-
served yet. They are consistent with all extracted rules. Such global states can
deliver new knowledge about modeled systems.

It is possible to add other levels to the hierarchical net models. We can con-
sider subsystems representing the so-called components of information systems
(see [4], [9]) and also single processes. In that case, for a given information system
S, we have the four level hierarchical net model. Then, the first level consists
of the net built for a generalized information system S of S, the second level
consists of the nets built for subsystems created by taking into consideration
reducts of S, the third level consists of the nets built for subsystems created by
taking into consideration components [9], [10] of S, and finally, the fourth level
consists of the nets built for single processes (attributes) of S.

5 Conclusions

The paper gives a rather informal description of the idea of building hierarchical
models (in the form of colored Petri nets) of concurrent systems described by
information systems. It is, however, significant to give a formal description of
such models especially from the point of view of Petri nets, and that will be
done in the future papers. Moreover, the approach to the hierarchy constructs
presented in the paper is one of the possible approaches. This paper constitutes
a continuation of research on discovering concurrent models from data tables
started by Z. Pawlak in [7].
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Abstract. Granular computing as a paradigm is an area frequently
studied within the Approximate Reasoning paradigm. Proposed by L.A.
Zadeh granular computing has been studied within fuzzy as well as rough
set approaches to uncertainty. It is manifest that both theories are imma-
nently related to granulation as fuzzy set theory begins with fuzzy mem-
bership functions whose inverse images are prototype granules whereas
rough set theory starts with indiscernibility relations whose classes are
prototype, or, elementary granules.

Many authors have devoted their works to analysis of granulation of
knowledge, definitions of granules, methods for combining (fusing) gran-
ules into larger objects, applications of granular structures, see, quoted
in references works by A. Skowron, T.Y. Lin, Y.Y. Yao, L. Polkowski
and others.

In this work, the emphasis is laid on granular decision (data) systems:
they are introduced, methods of their construction with examples are
pointed to, and applications are exhibited; those applications are founded
on the basic although often implicit principle of data mining, viz., once a
plausible for given data similarity measure is found, objects satisfactorily
similar should reveal sufficiently close (or, for that matter identical) class
values.

In this work, this principle is applied to granules, following the idea
presented by L. Polkowski at 2005, 2006 IEEE GrC conferences, that
granules built on basis of a similarity relation from a given decision sys-
tem should consists of objects similar to such a degree that averaging
them would lead to new objects which together would constitute a new
decision system preserving to a high degree knowledge represented by
the original decision system. As knowledge in rough set theory is meant
as the classification ability, it seems reasonable to test knowledge content
with classifiers as classifier accuracy.

This informal idea is tested in this work with some specific tools for
granule construction, granular system building, and some well–tested
classifiers known in literature for a few data sets from the UCI repository.

In the following sections we outline: basic ideas of rough computing,
granulation of knowledge, the idea of a granular decision system and we
include the results of exemplary tests with real data.
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1 Basic rough computing

In this section, we outline basic facts of rough set theory, see [12], [11], neces-
sary for a further development of ideas. Classical ideas about representations
of uncertainty, expressed respectively by Gottlob Frege and Max Black, found
realization respectively in rough and fuzzy concept theories. Despite their formal
differences and distinct starting points, both compute with granules of objects:
rough sets with indiscernibility classes of objects, fuzzy sets with inverse images
of fuzzy membership functions.

Rough set theory understands knowledge as classification and thus it does
represent knowledge by means of information systems, i.e., pairs of the form
(U,A) where U is a set of objects and A is a set of attributes with each a ∈ A
a mapping a : U → Va on U into the value set Va. Objects are coded by their
information sets of the form

inf(u) = {(a = a(u)) : a ∈ A}.

Objects u, v with inf(u) = inf(v) are called indiscernible and they are re-
garded as identical with respect to the given set A. The B–indiscernibility rela-
tion relative to a set B ⊆ A is

ind(B) = {(u, v) : ∀a ∈ B.a(u) = a(v)}.

Classes [u]B = {v : (u, v) ∈ ind(B)} are B–elementary granules of knowledge.
Their unions are B–granules of knowledge.

A subset B ⊆ A of the attribute set is a reduct of an information system
(U,A) iff B is a minimal with respect to inclusion subset of A such that ind(B) =
ind(A); reducts and their extensions: relative reducts, play an important role in
rule induction, see [34].

The language of descriptor logic is most often in use when logical aspects of
rough sets are in focus. A formula (a = v) is an elementary descriptor; descriptors
are formed as the smallest set containing all elementary descriptors and closed
under sentential connectives ∨,∧,¬,⇒. The meaning [a = v] of an elementary
descriptor is defined as the set {u : a(u) = v} and it is recursively extended to
meaning of descriptors, i.e., [α∨β] = [α]∪ [β], [α]∧ [β] = [α]∩ [β], [¬α] = U \ [α].

Another form of prototype granules is provided by templates, see [30], i.e.,
generalized descriptors of the form (a ∈Wa) where Wa ⊆ Va.

Decision systems are information systems of the form (U,A ∪ {d}) with a
singled out attribute d called the decision that does represent a description of
objects by an external informed source (say, an expert). Decision rules of are
formulas of the form ∧

a∈B(a = va)⇒ (d = v).

The rule is true, certain whenever [
∧
a∈B(a = va)] ⊆ [d = v]; otherwise, it is

possible.
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2 Classification

Classification methods can be divided according to the adopted methodology,
into classifiers based on reducts and decision rules, classifiers based on templates
and similarity, classifiers based on descriptor search, classifiers based on granular
descriptors, hybrid classifiers.

For a decision system (U,A, d), classifiers are sets of decision rules. Induc-
tion of rules was a subject of research in rough set theory since its beginning.
In most general terms, building a classifier consists in searching in the pool of
descriptors for their conjuncts that describe sufficiently well decision classes. As
distinguished in [36], there are three main kinds of classifiers searched for: min-
imal, i.e., consisting of minimum possible number of rules describing decision
classes in the universe, exhaustive, i.e., consisting of all possible rules, satis-
factory, i.e., containing rules tailored to a specific use. Classifiers are evaluated
globally with respect to their ability to properly classify objects, usually by error
which is the ratio of the number of correctly classified objects to the number of
test objects, total accuracy being the ratio of the number of correctly classified
cases to the number of recognized cases, and total coverage, i.e, the ratio of the
number of recognized test cases to the number of test cases.

Minimum size algorithms include LEM2 algorithm due to Grzymala–Busse
[7] and covering algorithm in RSES package [33]; exhaustive algorithms include,
e.g., LERS system due to Grzymala–Busse [5], systems based on discernibility
matrices and Boolean reasoning [32], see also [2], [3], implemented in the RSES
package [33].

Minimal consistent sets of rules were introduced in Skowron and Rauszer
[34]. Further developments include dynamic rules, approximate rules, and rel-
evant rules as described in [2], [3], as well as local rules (op. cit.) effective in
implementations of algorithms based on minimal consistent sets of rules. Rough
set based classification algorithms, especially those implemented in the RSES
system [33], were discussed extensively in [3].

In [2], a number of techniques were verified in experiments with real data,
based on various strategies:

discretization of attributes (codes:N-no discretization, S-standard dis-
cretization, D-cut selection by dynamic reducts, G-cut selection by generalized
dynamic reducts);

dynamic selection of attributes (codes: N-no selection, D-selection by
dynamic reducts, G-selection based on generalized dynamic reducts);

decision rule choice (codes: A-optimal decision rules, G-decision rules
on basis of approximate reducts computed by Johnson’s algorithm, simulated
annealing and Boltzmann machines etc., N-without computing of decision rules);

approximation of decision rules (codes: N-consistent decision rules, P-
approximate rules obtained by descriptor dropping);

negotiations among rules (codes:S-based on strength, M-based on maxi-
mal strength,R-based on global strength, D-based on stability).
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Any choice of a strategy in particular areas yields a compound strategy de-
noted with the alias being concatenation of symbols of strategies chosen in con-
secutive areas, e.g., NNAND etc.

We record here in Table 2 an excerpt from the comparison (Table 8, 9, 10 in
[2]) of best of these strategies with results based on other paradigms in classifi-
cation for two sets of data: Diabetes and Australian credit from UCI Repository
[37].

Table 1. A comparison of errors in classification by rough set and other paradigms

paradigm system/method Diabetes Austr.credit

Stat.Methods Logdisc 0.223 0.141
Stat.Methods SMART 0.232 0.158
Neural Nets Backpropagation2 0.248 0.154

Neural Networks RBF 0.243 0.145
Decision T rees CART 0.255 0.145
Decision T rees C4.5 0.270 0.155
Decision T rees IT rule 0.245 0.137
Decision Rules CN2 0.289 0.204

Rough Sets NNANR 0.335 0.140
Rough Sets DNANR 0.280 0.165
Rough Sets best result 0.255(DNAP M) 0.130(SNAP M)

3 Similarity

Similarity relations include metrics as prototype similarity measures, see, e.g., [4].
Starting from a metric, one can build a similarity measure in the way pointed by
Henri Poincare, see Science et Hypothesé, (Paris,1905): He considered a relation
τd(x, y) which holds iff d(x, y) < r for some fixed r and a metric d. τd is a
tolerance relation, i.e., it is reflexive and symmetric.

We generalize this idea: we let µd(x, y, r) iff d(x, y) < 1−r; then, the predicate
µd does satisfy a number of conditions:

1. µd(x, y, 1) iff x = y;
2. if µd(x, y, 1) and µd(z, x, r) then µd(z, y, r);
3. if µd(x, y, r) and s < r then µd(x, y, s).
4. if µd(x, y, r) and µd(y, z, s) then µd(x, z, L(r, s)), where L(r, s) = max{0, r+
s− 1} is the well–known  Lukasiewicz functor of many–valued logics, known
also as the  Lukasiewicz t–norm or tensor product (see [8],[13]).

Properties 1–3 are singled out by us as characteristic for rough inclusions;
property 4. which does reflect the triangle inequality for the metric d, is the
transitivity property of rough inclusions of the form µd. These properties will be
established as well for rough inclusions defined in the sequel.

An abstract generalization of the similarity µd is a similarity measure called
a rough inclusion; its definition will refer to properties 1–3 with an additional
important factor, viz., property 1 will be in general referred to an ingredient
relation of mereology, see, e.g., [16, 17].
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A rough inclusion µπ(x, y, r), where x, y are individual objects, r ∈ [0, 1], and
π is a part relation of a chosen mereology of concepts, does satisfy the following
requirements, relative to a given part relation π on a set U of individual objects,

1. µπ(x, y, 1)⇔ x ingπ y;
2. µπ(x, y, 1)⇒ [µπ(z, x, r)⇒ µπ(z, y, r)];

3. µπ(x, y, r) ∧ s < r ⇒ µπ(x, y, s).
(1)

Those requirements seem to be intuitively clear: 1. demands that the predi-
cate µπ is an extension to the relation ingπ of the underlying system of Mereol-
ogy; 2. does express monotonicity of µπ, and 3. assures the reading: ”to degree
at least r”.

3.1 The rough inclusion induced by  Lukasiewicz’s t–norm

In this work, as a similarity measure on objects of an information system, we
will apply the rough inclusion of the form,

µL(u, v, r) iff |IND(u,v)|
|A| ≥ r,

which is clearly induced by the reduced modulo |A|Hamming metric: h(u, v) =
|DIS(u,v)|
|A| where DIS(u, v) = U×U \IND(u, v), i.e, µL(u, v, r) iff h(u, v) ≤ 1−r.
The relation between the rough inclusion µL and the  Lukasiewicz t–norm

L(x, y) = max{0, x+y−1} is deeper as shown in, e.g., [16, ?], viz., starting from
the representation L(x, y) = g(f(x) + f(y)), see, e.g., [13], the rough inclusion
µL does satisfy the relation µL(u, v, r) iff g( |DIS(u,v)|

|A| ) ≥ r, see, e.g., [16, 17].
Clearly, as a particular case of 3, p.4, the rough inclusion µL does satisfy the

transitivity property in the form of,

if µL(u, v, r) and µL(v, w, s) then µL(u,w, L(r, s)). (2)

4 Granulation of knowledge

The issue of granulation of knowledge as a problem on its own, has been posed
by L.A.Zadeh [43], [42]. The issue of granulation has been a subject of intensive
studies within rough set community, as witnessed by a number of papers, e.g.,
TY Lin [9], [10], Polkowski [25], [23],[24], Qing Liu [29], Skowron [35], YY Yao
[39], [40], [41].

Rough set context offers a natural venue for granulation, and indiscernibility
classes were recognized as elementary granules whereas their unions serve as
granules of knowledge; these granules and their direct generalizations to various
similarity classes were subject to a research, see, e.g., TY Lin [9], [10], YY Yao
[39],[40], [41]. Granulation of knowledge by means of rough inclusions was studied
in Polkowski [25, 22], [23],[24], [14],[15], [16], [17].

Granulation of knowledge and applications to knowledge discovery in the
realm of approximation spaces were studied, among others, in [35].
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A study of granule systems was carried out in Polkowski [14],[15], [16], [17], in
order to find general properties of granules and formally describe the principal
applications of calculi on granules. In definitions of granules and in proofs of
granule properties, techniques of mereology were applied as more simple and
elegant than those of naive set theory.

The general scheme for inducing granules in Polkowski [16], [17] is as follows.
We fix an information system I = (U,A), and a rough inclusion µ on U .
For an object u and a real number r ∈ [0, 1], we define the granule gµ(u, r)

about u of the radius r, relative to µ, by letting,

gµ(u, r) is ClsF (u, r), (3)

where the property F (u, r) is satisfied with an object v if and only if µ(v, u, r)
holds and Cls is the class operator of mereology, see [16, ?].

It was shown, see,e.g., [15], Theorem 4, that in case of a transitive µ,

v ing gµ(u, r)⇔ µ(v, u, r). (4)

Property (4) allows for representing the granule gµ(u, r) as the list of those
objects v for which µ(v, u, r) holds. It concerns in particular the rough inclusion
µL by (2).

For a given granulation radius r, and a rough inclusion µ, we form the col-
lection UGr,µ = {gµ(u, r)} of all granules of the radius r relative to µ.

5 Granular decision systems

For each u ∈ U , we select a set N(u) of objects and assign a value of decision d(u)
on the basis of values of d(v) for v ∈ N(u). Our sets N(u) for u ∈ U , are formed
as granules of the form gµ(u, r) with µ, r fixed; for each such granule g, and each
attribute a ∈ A ∪ {d}, the factored value a∗(g) is defined as S({a(u) : u ∈ g});
contrary to the practice of using a metric that combines values of all attributes,
in our approach, attributes are involved independently; similarity is driven by
the rough inclusion µ.

As a result, each granule g does produce a new object g∗, with attribute
values a(g∗) = a∗(g) for a ∈ A, possibly not in the data set universe U .

From the set UGr,µ, of all granules of the form gµ(u, r), by means of a strat-
egy G, we choose a covering CovGr,µ of the universe U . Thus, a decision system
D∗=({g∗ : g ∈ CovGr,µ}, A∗ ∪ {d∗}) is formed, called the granular counterpart
relative to strategies G,S to the decision system D = (U,A∪ {d}); this new sys-
tem is substantially smaller in size for intermediate values of r, hence, classifiers
induced from it have correspondingly smaller number of rules. Clearly, in case
r = 1.0, the granular system does coincide with the original system, as granules
are in this case indiscernibility classes.

As stated above, our hypothesis is that the granular counterpart D∗ at suf-
ficiently large granulation radii r preserves knowledge encoded in the decision
system D to a satisfactory degree so given an algorithm A for rule induction,
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classifiers obtained from the training set D(trn) and its granular counterpart
D∗(trn) should agree with a small error on the test set D(tst).

6 Exemplary test results

Following the line of investigation begun with Table 2, we include in Table 6 best
results of other authors on the Australian credit data set obtained with rough
set based methods; in the last three rows, we anticipate the results obtained by
means of granular data sets and we give also best granular cases from this work.
The last result is obtained by means of the concept–dependent granulation and
it is discussed in details in the work by P. Artiemjew [1] in these Proceedings.

Table 2. Best results for Australian credit by some rough set based algorithms; in case ∗, reduction in object size
is 40.6 percent, reduction in rule number is 43.6 percent; in case ∗∗, resp. 10.5, 5.9

so me acc cov

[2] SNAP M(0.9) error = 0.130 −
[30] simple.templates 0.929 0.623
[30] general.templates 0.886 0.905
[30] closest.simple.templates 0.821 .1.0
[30] closest.gen.templates 0.855 1.0
[30] tolerance.simple.templ. 0.842 1.0
[30] tolerance.gen.templ. 0.875 1.0
[38] adaptive.classifier 0.863 −

this.work granular∗.r = 0.642857 0.867 1.0
this.work granular∗∗.r = 0.714826 0.875 1.0

[1] conceptdependent.r = 0.785714 0.9970 0.9995

6.1 An example of granulation

In Table 6.1, a random sample of 20 objects with all 9 attribute values from
Pima Indians Diabetes data set [37] is given.

Table 3. A sample of 20 objects from Pima Indians Diabetes

obj a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 d

o1 11 143 94 33 146 36.6 0.254 51 1
o2 4 144 58 28 140 29.5 0.287 37 0
o3 5 124 74 0 0 34 0.22 38 1
o4 8 109 76 39 114 27.9 0.64 31 1
o5 4 122 68 0 0 35 0.394 29 0
o6 0 165 90 33 680 52.3 0.427 23 0
o7 9 152 78 34 171 34.2 0.893 33 1
o8 4 146 78 0 0 38.5 0.52 67 1
o9 1 119 88 41 170 45.3 0.507 26 0

o10 0 95 80 45 92 36.5 0.33 26 0
o11 1 71 62 0 0 21.8 0.416 26 0
o12 6 99 60 19 54 26.9 0.497 32 0
o13 2 108 64 0 0 30.8 0.158 21 0
o14 11 136 84 35 130 28.3 0.26 42 1
o15 2 120 54 0 0 26.8 0.455 27 0
o16 1 106 70 28 135 34.2 0.142 22 0
o17 0 99 0 0 0 25 0.253 22 0
o18 6 125 78 31 0 27.6 0.565 49 1
o19 5 117 86 30 105 39.1 0.l251 42 0
o20 2 122 70 27 0 36.8 0.34 27 0

For the granulation radius of r = 0.25, and the object o13, the granule
g(o13, 0.25) consists of objects o13, o3, o5, o8, o11, o15, o17, o20, collected in Table
6.1.
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Table 4. Objects composing the granule g(o13, 0.25)

obj a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 d

o3 5 124 74 0 0 34 0.22 38 1
o5 4 122 68 0 0 35 0.394 29 0
o8 4 146 78 0 0 38.5 0.52 67 1

o11 1 71 62 0 0 21.8 0.416 26 0
o13 2 108 64 0 0 30.8 0.158 21 0
o15 2 120 54 0 0 26.8 0.455 27 0
o17 0 99 0 0 0 25 0.253 22 0
o20 2 122 70 27 0 36.8 0.34 27 0

The majority voting strategy returns the decision value 0 for the new object
g(o13, 0.25)∗; values of other attributes are determined by this strategy as well;
the new object representing the granule g(o13, 0.25) may be, e.g., that in Table
6.1.

Table 5. New object determined by majority voting that represents the granule g(o13, 0.25)

new.obj a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 d

g(o13, 0.25)∗ 2 122 64 0 0 26.8 0.22 27 0

6.2 Experiments with Australian credit data set

Experiments have been carried out in accordance with the following procedure,

1. the data table (U,A) has been input;
2. classification rules have been found on the training subtable of 50 percent of

objects by means of each of the three algorithms;
3. classification of dataset objects in the test subtable of remaining 50 percent

of objects has been found for each of the three classifications found at point
2;

4. given the granule radius, granules of that radius have been found on the
training subtable;

5. a granular covering of the training subtable has been chosen;
6. the corresponding granular decision system has been determined;
7. granular classifiers have been induced from the granular system in point 6

by means of each of algorithms in point 2;
8. classifications of objects in the test subtable have been found by means of

each of classifiers in point 7;
9. classifications from points 3,8 have been compared with respect to adopted

global measures of quality: total accuracy and total covering.

Table 6.2 presents results obtained in case of Australian credit data set for
random selection of a covering; the radius ”nil” denotes results for the original
data set without granulation. Total accuracy is the ratio of the number of cor-
rectly classified cases to the number of classified cases; total coverage is the ratio
of the number of classified cases to the number of cases, see [33]. The algorithm
applied is the exhaustive classifier of the RSES system.
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Table 6. Australian credit dataset:r=granule radius,tst=test sample size,trn=training sample size,rulex=number of
rules with exhaustive algorithm, aex=total accuracy with exhaustive algorithm,cex=total coverage with exhaustive
algorithm

r tst trn rulex aex cex

nil 345 345 5597 0.872 0.994
0.0 345 1 0 0.0 0.0

0.0714286 345 1 0 0.0 0.0
0.142857 345 2 0 0.0 0.0
0.214286 345 3 7 0.641 1.0
0.285714 345 4 10 0.812 1.0
0.357143 345 8 23 0.786 1.0
0.428571 345 20 96 0.791 1.0

0.5 345 51 293 0.838 1.0
0.571429 345 105 933 0.855 1.0
0.642857 345 205 3157 0.867 1.0
0.714286 345 309 5271 0.875 1.0
0.785714 345 340 5563 0.870 1.0
0.857143 345 340 5574 0.864 1.0
0.928571 345 342 5595 0.867 1.0

In Table 6.2, accuracy is within error of 10 percent in comparison to r = nil
from the radius of 0.285714 on, and it is better or within error of 4 percent from
the radius of 0.5 where reduction in training set size is 85 percent and reduction
in rule set size is 95 percent. The result of .875 at r = .714 is among the best at
all (see Table 2). Coverage is better from r = .214 in the granular case, reduction
in objects is 99 percent, reduction in rule size is almost 100 percent.

7 Conclusion

The presented results bear out the hypothesis put forth in [16, 17] that granular
systems preserve knowledge to a sufficiently high degree; the simplest rough
inclusion applied will be rectified in further investigations to produce possibly
yet better results.
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Abstract. In the paper we discuss inducing rule-based classifiers from
imbalanced data, where one class (a minority class) is under-represented
in comparison to the remaining classes (majority classes). To improve
the ability of a classifier to recognize this class, we propose a new se-
lective pre-processing approach that is applied to data before inducing a
rule-based classifier. The approach combines selective filtering of the ma-
jority classes with focused over-sampling of the minority class. Results
of a comparative experimental study show that our approach improves
sensitivity for the minority class while preserving the ability of a classifier
to recognize examples from the majority classes.

1 Introduction

Many real-life knowledge discovery problems involve learning from imbalanced
data, which means that one of the classes (further called a minority class) in-
cludes much smaller number of examples than the others (further referred to
as majority classes). Moreover, examples from the minority class are usually of
primary interest. Such situation is typical for medical problems, where the num-
ber of patients requiring special attention (e.g., therapy or treatment) is much
smaller than the number of patients who do not need it. Similar situations oc-
cur in other domains – in [4, 14] the following problems are reported: detecting
fraud/intrusion, managing risk, detecting of oil spills in satellite images, predict-
ing technical equipment failures and information filtering.

Learning methods usually do not work properly on imbalanced data as they
are “somehow biased” to focus on the majority classes while “missing” examples
from the minority class. As a result created classifiers are also biased toward
better recognition of the majority classes and they usually have difficulties (or
even are unable) to classify correctly new objects from the minority class. This
problem also affects rough set rule-based classifiers as elementary sets for the
minority class are “weaker” than the ones for the majority classes and conse-
quently rules generated on their basis have a lesser chance to contribute to the
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final classification. Overall classification accuracy is not the only and the best cri-
terion characterizing performance of a classifier induced from imbalanced data.
Satisfactory recognition of the minority class may be often more preferred, thus,
a classifier should be characterized rather by its sensitivity and specificity for
the minority class (sensitivity is defined as the ratio of correctly recognized ex-
amples from the minority class and specificity is the ratio of correctly excluded
examples from the majority classes).

Too small number of examples in the minority class is not the only one prob-
lem with creating classifiers from imbalanced data. Other problems are: over-
lapping of examples from the minority class with examples from the majority
classes, noise, data fragmentation, inappropriate use of greedy search strate-
gies or evaluation measures. A number of solutions have been proposed to solve
them, for review see [5, 14]. The most common are pre-processing techniques
that change the distribution of examples among classes by appropriate sam-
pling. Other approaches modify either induction or classification strategy, assign
weights to examples, and use boosting or other combined classifiers. Some re-
searchers transform the problem of learning from imbalanced data to the prob-
lem of cost learning (although it is not the same and misclassification costs are
unequal and unknown) and use techniques from the ROC curve analysis.

We also studied this problem in two different ways. In [7] we introduced an
approach that modified the structure of a rule-based classifier to increase its
sensitivity. Then in [13] we studied a rough set pre-processing approach, where
examples from majority classes belonging to a boundary between rough approx-
imations of the minority class were filtered. Although it improved sensitivity of
rule-based classifiers, we also noticed that focusing only on inconsistent exam-
ples was not sufficient as other “difficult” examples from lower approximations
may still have degraded classification performance. Therefore, now we focus our
attention on recent selective methods that change the original class distribution.
In particular we are interested in Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique
(SMOTE) [4] and Neighborhood Cleaning Rule (NCR) [10]. SMOTE is based on
a specialized random introducing artificial examples from the minority class in
some regions of data [4]. NCR, on the other hand, removes these examples from
the majority classes that are located on the border with the minority class or
that may be treated as noise [10]. Although these methods perform well [2], some
of their properties could be seen as shortcomings. NCR is focused mainly on im-
proving sensitivity for the minority class what deteriorates recognition of the
majority classes. In general, there is a kind of trade-off between sensitivity and
specificity but too large drop of specificity may not be accepted. Random intro-
duction of artificial examples by SMOTE may be questionable or quite difficult
to interpret and to justify in some domains (e.g., in medicine).

The main goal of this paper is to introduce a new selective pre-processing
approach that aims at improving sensitivity for the minority class while pre-
serving the ability of a classifier to recognize the majority classes and keeping
overall accuracy at an acceptable level. Our approach combines selective filtering
of examples from the majority classes with over-sampling of the minority class,
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however, it should remove less examples than NCR. Moreover, unlike SMOTE, it
does not introduce any artificial examples, but replicates existing examples from
the minority class that are located in ”difficult regions” (i.e., they are surrounded
by examples from the majority classes).

The second goal is to conduct an experimental evaluation of our pre-processing
approach in combination with rule-based classifiers induced by the MODLEM
algorithm. We compare it to other pre-processing methods such as SMOTE and
NCR also combined with MODLEM classifiers. MODLEM has been chosen for
consistency with our previous research on imbalanced data [7, 13] and its useful-
ness in many classification problems [12].

2 Related Works

We briefly describe only these pre-processing methods, which are related to our
proposal; for more extensive reviews see [5, 14]. As the uneven distribution of
examples among classes makes induction of classifiers more difficult, sampling
methods are used to transform it. The simplest are random over-sampling which
replicates examples from the minority class and random under-sampling which
randomly eliminates examples from the majority classes until a required degree
of balance between classes is reached. However, random under-sampling may po-
tentially remove some important examples and simple over-sampling may also
lead to overfitting. Thus, recent research on sampling suggests focusing on par-
ticular examples from the minority class or the majority classes.

In [9] Kubat and Matwin analyzed mutual positions of examples from the
majority classes. They distinguish four categories of examples: noisy examples
located inside the minority class region, borderline examples (i.e., these laying
either on or very close to the border between the minority class and the major-
ity classes), redundant examples (i.e., examples distant from the border between
classes) and safe examples. They detect these categories by applying Hart’s
Condensed Nearest Neighbor rule and Tomek links (two closest examples from
different classes). Following the ideas of example selection from pattern recog-
nition they introduced one-side-sampling approach, where the majority classes
are selectively reduced by removing noise, borderline and redundant examples
while keeping the minority class unchanged.

Another approach to focused removal of noisy and borderline examples from
the majority class is NCR introduced by Laurikkala in [10]. NCR uses the Wil-
son’s Edited Nearest Neighbor rule [15] and it can be shortly summarized in the
following way: for each example x , its 3 nearest neighbors are found; if x be-
longs to one of the majority classes and its nearest neighbors misclassify it, then
x is removed; if x belongs to the minority class and its neighbors misclassify it,
then the neighbors that belong to the majority classes are removed. Experimen-
tal studies [2, 9, 10] demonstrated that both above approaches provided better
sensitivity than simple random over-sampling. According to [10] NCR performs
better than one-side sampling and considers noisy examples more carefully.
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Chawla et al. introduced SMOTE, which selectively over-samples the minor-
ity class by creating new synthetic (artificial) examples [4]. Its main idea is to
consider each example from the minority class and randomly introduce new ar-
tificial examples along the lines joining it with some of its k nearest neighbors
from the minority class. SMOTE can generate artificial examples with quantita-
tive and qualitative attributes [4] and the number of nearest neighbors depends
on how extensive over-sampling is required. SMOTE is claimed to reduce the
danger of overfitting as it does not simple replicate quite specific border exam-
ples but increases the ”density” between examples from the minority class. A
combination of SMOTE with some elements of under-sampling may additionally
improve the ability of induced classifiers to recognize the minority class [2, 4].

In our previous research on pre-processing [13] an approach based on rough
sets was applied to imbalanced and inconsistent data. We studied two tech-
niques to detect and process inconsistent examples from the majority classes in
the boundary between the minority and majority classes. The first one removes
these examples from the learning set while the other relabels them as the mi-
nority class. The idea of relabeling was partly inspired by other research on the
Generalized Edited Nearest Neighbor algorithm by Koplowitz and Brown (its
description is given in [3]). In experiments these techniques were combined with
two rule induction algorithms – LEM2 and MODLEM. Both techniques cleaned
the boundary region of the minority class, what allowed inducing less specific
rules. Moreover, the relabeling technique by increasing the number of exam-
ples in the minority class resulted in stronger rules that in turn led to higher
sensitivity [13].

3 New Approach to Selective Pre-processing

Our proposal to selective pre-processing of imbalanced data combines elements
of focused removal of examples from the majority classes with over-sampling of
the minority class. Although it is inspired by some ideas presented in section 2,
we apply them differently. First, we think that one-side-sampling and NCR may
remove too many examples from the majority classes. Such greedy “cleaning”
should definitely lead to increased sensitivity for the minority class, however,
too extensive changes in the majority classes may deteriorate the ability of an
induced classifier to recognize examples from these classes. As stated in the
introduction, we believe in many problems it is necessary not only to improve
sensitivity for the minority class, but also to maintain an acceptable level of
overall accuracy.

The other premise for our approach is criticism of over-sampling performed
by SMOTE that comes from our experience in analyzing real-life, especially
medical data. Namely, we claim that random introduction of artificial examples
may be questionable in practice, e.g., artificial “non-existing” patients could be
questionable for physicians. SMOTE may introduce quite a high number of such
artificial examples as according to [4] it may use the majority of 5 neighbors to
generate them. Moreover, the position of new examples is selected in the direction
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of the nearest examples from the minority class without checking their relation to
the nearest examples from the majority classes. To overcome these shortcomings
we check alternative over-sampling for the minority class. It identifies only those
examples that are likely to be misclassified and amplifies them and does not
modify these examples that are possibly correctly classified.

Our approach to selective pre-preprocessing consists of two phases. In the
first phase we analyze the “internal characteristics” of examples by distinguish-
ing between their two types – safe and noisy. Safe examples should be correctly
classified by an induced classifier, while noisy are very likely to be misclassified
and thus require special attention in the second phase. We discover the type of an
example by applying the Nearest Neighbor rule with the heterogeneous value dis-
tance metric (HVMD) [15] that handles quantitative and qualitative attributes.
An example is safe if it is correctly classified by its k nearest neighbors, otherwise
it is noisy. We further divide safe examples into safe-certain and safe-possible
depending on the characteristic of their nearest neighbors. Analogously, noisy
examples are divided into noisy-certain and noisy-possible.

In the second phase we process examples according to their type. As we
want to preserve all examples from the minority class, we assume that only
examples from the majority classes may be removed or relabeled (i.e., assigned
to the minority class). Unlike previous methods, we want to modify the majority
classes more carefully, therefore, we preserve all safe examples from the majority
classes (let us note that NCR removes some of them if they are too close to noisy
examples from the minority class). We propose three different techniques of
processing examples: relabeling and amplification, weak amplification and strong
amplification. They all involve modification of the minority class, however, the
degree and scope of changes varies between techniques.

The relabeling and amplification technique is inspired by our previous good
experience from [13]. It relabels noisy examples from the majority classes that are
located in the nearest neighborhood of noisy examples from the minority class.
Then it amplifies those noisy-certain examples from the minority class that have
only safe examples from the majority classes in their nearest neighborhood. The
weak amplification technique amplifies all noisy examples from the minority
class. Finally, strong amplification also amplifies all noisy examples from the
majority class, however it does it more extensively. It also amplifies these safe
examples from the minority class that have safe examples from the majority
classes in their nearest neighborhood.

Our approach is presented below in details as pseudo-code. We use C to de-
note the minority class and O to denote a helper class that combines all the
majority classes. We also use “flags” to indicate the types of examples , e.g., ex-
amples from C are flagged as C-safe-certain, C-safe-possible, C-noisy-certain and
C-noisy-possible, similar flags are used for examples from O. Moreover, for better
readability we introduce “wildcard” flags, e.g., C-noisy-* denotes both C-noisy-
certain and C-noisy-possible. Finally, we assume classify knn(x, k) classifies x
using its k nearest neighbors, knn(x, k, f) finds these of k nearest neighbors of
example x that are flagged as f , count knn(x, k, c) counts how many of k nearest
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neighbors of x belong to class c, and count knn(x, k, f) counts how many of k
nearest neighbors of x are are flagged as f . Following [10] we set k to 3.
1: for each x ∈ O do
2: if classify knn(x, 3) is correct then
3: if count knn(x, 3, O) = 3 then
4: flag x as O-safe-certain
5: else
6: flag x as O-safe-possible
7: else {classify knn(x, 3) is incorrect}
8: if count knn(x, 3, C) = 3 then
9: flag x as O-noisy-certain

10: else
11: flag x as O-noisy-possible
12: for each x ∈ C do
13: if classify knn(x, 3) is correct then
14: if count knn(x, 3, C) = 3

or count knn(x, 3, O) = count knn(x, 3,O-noisy-* ) then
15: flag x as C-safe-certain
16: else
17: flag x as C-safe-possible
18: else {classify knn(x, 3) is incorrect}
19: if count knn(x, 3, O) = count knn(x, 3,O-noisy-* ) then
20: flag x as C-noisy-possible
21: else
22: flag x as C-noisy-certain
23: D← all x ∈ O flagged as O-noisy-*
24: if relabeling and amplification then
25: for each x flagged as C-noisy-* do
26: for each y ∈ knn(x, 3, O-noisy-* ) do
27: relabel y by changing its class from O to C
28: remove y from D
29: for each x flagged as C-noisy-certain do
30: amplify x by creating its count knn(x, 3,O-safe-* ) copies
31: else if weak amplification then
32: for each x flagged as C-noisy-* do
33: amplify x by creating its count knn(x, 3,O-safe-* ) copies
34: else {strong amplification}
35: for each x flagged as C-safe-possible do
36: amplify x by creating its count knn(x, 3,O-safe-* ) copies
37: for each x flagged as C-noisy-* do
38: if classify knn(x, 5) is correct then
39: amplify x by creating its count knn(x, 3,O-safe-* ) copies
40: else
41: amplify x by creating its count knn(x, 5,O-safe-* ) copies
42: remove all x ∈ D
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The first phase of our approach (lines 1-22) starts with identifying the types
of examples from the majority classes. If an example is correctly classified using
its 3 nearest neighbors, then it is safe – if all its 3 nearest neighbors are also from
the majority classes, then it is flagged as O-safe-certain (lines 3-4), otherwise
it is flagged as O-safe-possible (line 6). If an example is misclassified (line 7)
then it is noisy – if all its 3 nearest neighbors are from the minority class, then
it is flagged as O-noisy-certain (lines 8-9), otherwise it is flagged as O-noisy-
possible (line 11). In the similar way the types of examples from the minority
class are checked (line 12). If an example is classified correctly with its 3 nearest
neighbors, then it is safe – if all its 3 nearest neighbors are from the minority
class or all examples from the majority classes in its 3-nearest neighborhood are
noisy, then it is flagged as C-safe-certain (lines 14-15), otherwise it is flagged as
C-safe-possible (line 17). If an example is misclassified (line 18), then it is noisy
– if all examples from the majority classes in its 3-nearest neighborhood are
noisy, then it is flagged as C-noisy-possible (lines 19-20), otherwise it is flagged
as C-noisy-certain (line 22).

The second phase (lines 23-42) starts with selecting all O-noisy-* examples
into the removal set D (line 23). Further processing depends on the selected
technique. If it is relabeling and amplification (line 24), then for each C-noisy-*
example all O-noisy-* examples in its 3-nearest neighborhood are identified (line
26), relabeled (line 27), and removed from D (line 28). Then each C-noisy-certain
example is amplified by creating as many of its copies as there are O-safe-*
examples its 3-nearest neighborhood (line 30). If the selected technique is weak
amplification (line 31), then each C-noisy-* example is amplified by creating as
many of its copies as there are O-safe-* examples in its 3-nearest neighborhood
(line 33). If the selected technique is strong amplification (line 34), then each C-
safe-possible example is amplified by creating as many of its copies as there are
O-safe-* examples its 3-nearest neighborhood (line 36). Then for each C-noisy-*
example we check its extended neighborhood and classify it using its 5 nearest
neighbors. If an example is classified correctly, then it is amplified by creating as
many of its copies as there are O-safe-* examples in its 3-nearest neighborhood
(lines 38-39). Otherwise if an example is still classified incorrectly, it is stronger
amplified by creating as many of its copies as there are O-safe-* examples in
its 5-nearest neighborhood (line 41). Finally, all examples from D are removed
from a data set.

The above approach could be combined with any learning algorithm. In this
study we combine it with MODLEM – a rough set algorithm for inducing rule-
based classifiers, which was introduced by Stefanowski [11]; see also [12] for its
detailed description. Shortly speaking, MODLEM follows the idea of sequential
covering of rough approximations of decision classes by a minimal set of rules.
While creating elementary conditions it handles both qualitative and quantita-
tive attributes, and selection of the best condition is controlled by a criterion
based on entropy. A new example is classified by matching its description to all
induced rules. As it may lead to ambiguous situations (e.g., multiple match), we
employ a strategy described in [12], which uses the strength of matched rules to
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solve conflicts (the strength of a rule is defined as the number of learning exam-
ples that satisfy the condition and the decision part of this rule). For each class
the total strength of matched rules is calculated and the example is assigned to
the strongest class. If no rule matches the classified example, the nearest rules
are identified using HVDM and their strengths are used to find the strongest
class in the same way as for matched rules – for more details see [12].

4 Experimental Study

The aim of experiments was to evaluate classification abilities of rule-based clas-
sifiers created by combining three techniques of the the selective pre-processing
(relabeling and amplification, weak amplification, strong amplification) with
MODLEM. We compared them to the basic approach with classifiers induced
by MODLEM directly from imbalanced data (without any pre-processing), and
classifiers created by combining SMOTE and NCR with MODLEM. In order to
find the best over-sampling degree for SMOTE, we tested its different values and
selected the one leading to the highest sensitivity of induced classifiers. More-
over, to extend the comparison we also included MODLEM with an approach
that modifies the classification strategy for a rule-based classifier induced di-
rectly from a data set (without pre-processing) [7]. This approach was originally
introduced by Grzymala in [6] and it is based on the idea of multiplying the
strength of all minority class rules by the same real number, called a strength
multiplier, while not changing the strength of rules from the majority classes.
As a result, during such minority class rules have a better chance to classify
new objects. The value of the strength multiplier is found by maximizing the
measure gain = sensitivity + specificity. Implementations of all methods and the
MODLEM algorithm were done in Java using the WEKA environment [16].

Table 1. Characteristics of evaluated data sets (N – number of examples, NA – number
of attributes, C – minority class, NC – number of examples in the minority class,
RC = NC/N – ratio of examples in the minority class)

Data set N NA C NC RC

Acl 140 6 with knee injury 40 0.29
Breast cancer 286 9 recurrence-events 85 0.30
Bupa 345 6 sick 145 0.42
Cleveland 303 13 positive 35 0.12
Ecoli 336 7 imU 35 0.10
Glass 214 9 vehicle windows float processed 17 0.08
Haberman 306 3 died 81 0.26
Hepatitis 147 19 die 31 0.21
New-thyroid 260 5 hyper 35 0.13
Pima 768 8 positive 268 0.35
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The experiments were carried out on 10 data sets listed in Table 1. They
come either from the UCI repository [1] or from our medical partners (acl). We
selected the data sets that were characterized by varying degree of imbalance
(ratio of examples in the minority class) and that were used in related works
[7, 10]. Several data sets originally included more than two classes, however, to
simplify calculations we decided to collapse all majority classes into one.

In the experiments we evaluated sensitivity and specificity for the minority
class attained by created classifiers – see Tables 2 and 3. To control the trade-off
between these two measures we also calculated their geometric mean, denoted as
GM – see Table 4. According to [9] this measure relates to the point on a ROC
curve and besides maximizing values of both components it allows to keep them
balanced. Finally, we also evaluated overall accuracy – see Table 5. All measures
were estimated in the 10-fold stratified cross validation repeated 5 times.

In order to compare the performance of evaluated approaches on all data sets
we used the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test – a nonparametric test for significant
differences between paired observations (confidence α = 0.05). Considering sen-
sitivity, all other approaches significantly outperformed the basic approach with
no pre-processing. NCR led to the highest increase of sensitivity among all eval-
uated approaches – the differences between NCR and all other approaches were
significant. The second best were two new selective pre-processing techniques:
relabeling and amplification (relabel) and strong amplification (strong) – the
difference between them was not significant. The third was SMOTE and weak
amplification (weak). The approach with the strength multiplier (multiplier) led
to the smallest increase of sensitivity.

In case of specificity, the basic approach was significantly better than all
other approaches. The differences between the remaining approaches, except
NCR, were not significant. Specificity attained by NCR was the lowest. Similar
observation applies to overall accuracy – the basic approach was the best, then
there were three techniques of new proposed approach, SMOTE and multiplier.
All of them were significantly better than overall accuracy achieved by NCR.

NCR provided good results in terms of GM for a few data sets (cleveland,
ecoli, glass), where increase of sensitivity caused only slight decrease of speci-
ficity. In general, we can conclude that very high increase of sensitivity was usu-
ally connected with decrease of specificity and consequently deteriorated overall
accuracy. For other data sets, the proposed selective approach often demon-
strated good trade off between sensitivity and specificity - although differences
were not significant, the highest GM were obtained for the relabel technique.

When comparing the new approach to SMOTE we observed that it led to
higher sensitivity allowing to “maintain” similar specificity and overall accuracy.
The multiplier approach was the least efficient in improving sensitivity, however,
quite good in keeping specificity close to the basic approach.
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Table 2. Sensitivity for evaluated approaches and data sets (basic – no pre-processing,
relabel – relabeling and amplification, weak - weak amplification, strong – strong am-
plification, multiplier - strength multiplier)

Data set None SMOTE NCR Relabel Weak Strong Multiplier

Acl 0.7350 0.7500 0.9100 0.8950 0.8900 0.8900 0.7800
Breast cancer 0.3186 0.4681 0.6381 0.5544 0.4369 0.5386 0.4508
Bupa 0.5199 0.7529 0.8734 0.8375 0.7985 0.8047 0.5973
Cleveland 0.0717 0.1967 0.2850 0.2033 0.1600 0.1883 0.0933
Ecoli 0.4400 0.6300 0.7283 0.6367 0.6233 0.6333 0.4683
Glass 0.1700 0.2800 0.3400 0.2800 0.3200 0.3100 0.1800
Haberman 0.2397 0.3139 0.6258 0.4681 0.4039 0.4828 0.4011
Hepatitis 0.3833 0.4167 0.5300 0.5250 0.4283 0.4617 0.4950
New-thyroid 0.8067 0.8950 0.8100 0.8500 0.8467 0.8883 0.8233
Pima 0.4853 0.6147 0.7933 0.7377 0.6853 0.7377 0.7050

Table 3. Specificity for evaluated approaches and data sets (basic – no pre-processing,
relabel – relabeling and amplification, weak - weak amplification, strong – strong am-
plification, multiplier - strength multiplier)

Data set None SMOTE NCR Relabel Weak Strong Multiplier

Acl 0.9220 0.9080 0.8320 0.8860 0.8860 0.8860 0.9060
Breast cancer 0.8043 0.6570 0.5227 0.6212 0.7097 0.6061 0.6866
Bupa 0.8200 0.5720 0.3080 0.3930 0.4530 0.4590 0.7690
Cleveland 0.9553 0.9017 0.9092 0.9381 0.9418 0.9412 0.9441
Ecoli 0.9714 0.9462 0.9235 0.9514 0.9641 0.9581 0.9674
Glass 0.9818 0.9788 0.9634 0.9737 0.9758 0.9778 0.9778
Haberman 0.8155 0.7720 0.6583 0.7196 0.7455 0.7127 0.7366
Hepatitis 0.9208 0.9315 0.8570 0.9147 0.9062 0.9168 0.8867
New-thyroid 0.9900 0.9844 0.9844 0.9867 0.9878 0.9856 0.9856
Pima 0.8556 0.7852 0.6580 0.7204 0.7736 0.6980 0.7092

Table 4. GM for evaluated approaches and data sets (basic – no pre-processing, relabel
– relabeling and amplification, weak - weak amplification, strong – strong amplification,
multiplier - strength multiplier)

Data set None SMOTE NCR Relabel Weak Strong Multiplier

Acl 0.8232 0.8252 0.8701 0.8905 0.8880 0.8880 0.8406
Breast cancer 0.5062 0.5546 0.5775 0.5869 0.5568 0.5714 0.5563
Bupa 0.6529 0.6562 0.5187 0.5737 0.6014 0.6077 0.6777
Cleveland 0.2617 0.4211 0.5090 0.4367 0.3882 0.4210 0.2968
Ecoli 0.6538 0.7721 0.8201 0.7783 0.7752 0.7790 0.6731
Glass 0.4085 0.5235 0.5723 0.5221 0.5588 0.5506 0.4195
Haberman 0.4421 0.4923 0.6418 0.5804 0.5487 0.5866 0.5436
Hepatitis 0.5941 0.6230 0.6740 0.6930 0.6230 0.6506 0.6625
New-thyroid 0.8937 0.9386 0.8930 0.9158 0.9145 0.9357 0.9008
Pima 0.6444 0.6947 0.7225 0.7290 0.7281 0.7176 0.7071
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Table 5. Overall accuracy for evaluated approaches and data sets (basic – no pre-
processing, relabel – relabeling and amplification, weak - weak amplification, strong –
strong amplification, multiplier - strength multiplier)

Data set None SMOTE NCR Relabel Weak Strong Multiplier

Acl 86.86% 86.29% 85.43% 88.86% 88.71% 88.71% 87.00%
Breast cancer 65.97% 60.02% 55.62% 60.07% 62.85% 58.58% 61.62%
Bupa 69.36% 64.79% 54.54% 57.94% 59.80% 60.38% 69.65%
Cleveland 85.35% 82.05% 83.72% 85.36% 85.17% 85.43% 84.63%
Ecoli 91.62% 91.38% 90.36% 91.90% 92.87% 92.45% 91.56%
Glass 91.80% 92.43% 91.49% 91.90% 92.47% 92.55% 91.52%
Haberman 66.29% 65.04% 64.93% 65.23% 65.45% 65.12% 64.73%
Hepatitis 80.79% 82.34% 78.87% 83.19% 80.59% 82.00% 80.39%
New-thyroid 96.01% 97.03% 95.63% 96.47% 96.48% 97.03% 95.91%
Pima 72.65% 72.58% 70.55% 72.65% 74.29% 71.20% 70.77%

5 Conclusions

In the paper we introduced the new approach to selective pre-processing of im-
balanced data that aims at improving sensitivity of an induced classifier, while
keeping overall accuracy at an acceptable level. It combines selective filtering
of the majority classes with over-sampling of the minority class. Our approach
removes less examples than NCR and, unlike SMOTE, it does not introduce
any artificial examples, but replicates some of existing ones. Moreover, it does
not require the parameterized degree of oversampling as it identifies minority
class regions difficult to classify and modify only these examples, which could
be misclassified. Within the proposed approach we developed three techniques
of processing these examples involving amplification of examples from the mi-
nority class and relabeling examples from the majority classes – relabeling and
amplification, weak amplification and strong amplification.

Our approach was verified in the experimental study where we compared it
to other pre-processing methods, the basic basic approach with no-preprocessing
and the approach that changes classification strategy. All these approaches were
combined with rule-based classifiers. Results of experiments supported our initial
intuition for NCR as a method strongly oriented toward improvement of sensi-
tivity by extensive “cleaning” examples from the majority classes. Such cleaning
made the majority classes more difficult to classify, thus, improvement of sensi-
tivity was at a cost of decreased accuracy for the majority classes. Our approach
was a bit worse (but it was the second best among all evaluated approaches)
in terms of improving sensitivity, however, it demonstrated better specificity
and overall accuracy. Moreover, when comparing the three techniques within
the new proposed approach we could notice that more radical techniques (rela-
beling and amplification, strong amplification) were more efficient than weaker
changes of class distribution (weak amplification). Similar experiments were also
conducted using the C4.5 algorithm and tree-based classifiers. Although rel-
ative improvements of sensitivity were smaller, general behavior of compared
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approaches remained unchanged. Thus, we can conclude that the new proposed
selective pre-processing approach leads to improved sensitivity for the minority
class while preserving overall accuracy for various types of classifiers.
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